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(ABSTRACT) 

Binocular camera fixation refers to the control of camera movements so that the 

optical axes of two cameras converge at a single point of interest in a three-dimensional 

scene. This thesis describes the theory and high-level algorithms for a procedure that can 

locate fixation points in an image pair. The binocular fixation procedure which has been 

developed here combats several difficult fixation problems that are hard to overcome with 

traditional approaches. Examples of this are objects lacking in visual texture, scenes with 

occluding conditions, repeating patterns, and objects which are steeply slanted with 

respect to the image planes. 

In order to deal with low-contrast image regions, the system is capable of detecting 

nearby salient points and shifting attention to a new salient target. Based on local image 

information, the system adaptively determines an initial window size using an 

Autoregressive-Moving Average (ARMA) modeling technique. Area-based feature 

matching is performed using normalized cross-covariance within a multiresolution image 

hierarchy. Gaussian low-pass filters of increasing spatial resolution are used to construct 

the hierarchy, and matching is performed in coarse-to-fine order. Finally, affine image



warping is used in some cases to reduce the effects of perspective distortion so that area- 

based image comparison is improved. 

The method presented here can serve as the foundation of a stereo tracking system, 

and has potential applications in such areas as autonomous vehicle navigation, industrial 

process control, and visually guided robot manipulation.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Active vision is an important area of computer vision research. Commonly called 

active, animate or purposive vision [Olso92], this research area is concerned with the 

investigation of the practical and computational advantages of motorized, 

anthropomorphic vision systems for exploring the three dimensional world. A number of 

researchers have argued that this constitutes a new paradigm for computer vision, and may 

lead to significant advances in robotics and a better understanding of vision in general 

[Aloi87, Bajc88, Ball91, Swai91]. 

Machine vision systems of the future must be able to explore the environment and 

respond appropriately to unexpected events. An active approach to these tasks can greatly 

simplify computational needs through the purposive control of camera movements and 

other imaging parameters. Such control adapts the imaging system to task requirements, 

and can lead to significant reductions in the complexity of some tasks [Aloi87, Bajc88, 

Swai91]. In particular, stereo vision systems [Mart92], foveal sensing [Schw77, Schw88], 

task-dependent spatial orientation [Ball93], and vergence-based range estimation 

[Abbo88] benefit from the ability to fixate. 

Camera fixation is defined as the control of camera movements so that the optical axes 

of two cameras intersect at a single point of interest in a three-dimensional scene. In its 

simplest form, fixation requires the detection of a single binocular correspondence in the 

two images. Unfortunately, for nontrivial scenes, locating a corresponding point for a 

given fixation target is a very difficult problem in general. Most existing methods utilize 

area-based similarity measures to locate candidate matches in the two images. These 

methods do not perform well for complex scenes, particularly those involving significant 

perspective and/or occlusion, since causing left and right image windows to overlap may 

not cause a significant number of true binocular correspondences to overlap.



Fixation can be accomplished by 1) locating the point of interest in the two images; 2) 

computing the binocular disparity for the corresponding points; and 3) controlling the 

vergence angle of the cameras so that this disparity is reduced to zero. This thesis 

addresses the first of these tasks. Assume that we are given two images /,,(x,y) and 

I,(x,y) from the left and right cameras respectively. Also assume that a fixation target 

(x,y) in J,, has been specified by a higher-level agent. The goal of the fixation task, as 

addressed in this thesis, is to locate the point in J, which corresponds to the target given 

in /,,. As an illustration of this, Figure 1.1 presents the stereo image pair of a railroad. The 

scene approximates a plane which is steeply inclined with respect to the image planes. It 

contains areas without rich texture and some with repeating patterns. Severe perspective 

distortion is also present. These characteristics make it a very difficult case for most area- 

based matching methods. 

   
Figure 1.1. Oblique views of railroad. The scene approximates a plane which is steeply inclined 

with respect to the image planes. Traditional area-based matching does not work well for cases 

such as this.



Figure 1.2 illustrates the rotational movements that are commonly available with 

stereo camera systems. The left and right cameras are centered at the coordinate frames 

shown, and are yoked so that both cameras rotate (“tilt”) about a horizontal axis in unison. 

Each camera may rotate (“pan”) independently about parallel axes which are vertical with 

respect to the cameras. The pan rotations result in an intersection of the optical axes at a 

point of fixation. An object point at this location will project onto the centers of both 

images. 

Point of fixation 

    

   

  

Left optical axi 
em opment axis Angle of vergence 

Right optical axis 

Left Camera Right Camera 

Figure 1.2. Stereo camera system. Independent pan rotations of the cameras cause the optical 

axes tO intersect at a point of fixation. Tilt movements are yoked so that both cameras rotate in 

unison. 

Figure 1.3 shows a top view of the imaging geometry. The angle v between the optical 

axes at the fixation point is known as the angle of vergence. Knowledge of the baseline B 

and the camera rotation angles a and b can be used to estimate the 3D location of the 

fixation point. For example, the distance z (perpendicular to the baseline) to the fixation 

point is given by 

ae: (1.1) 
~ tana +tanb
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Left camera Right camera 

4 
Figure 1.3. Top view of fixating cameras. The cameras are separated by the baseline distance B, 

and the optical axes intersect at the fixation point to form the vergence angle v = a + b. 

Overall, the importance of stereo fixation is obvious: 

It can be shown that fixation simplifies many early vision problems [Aloi87, Olso93] 

and establishes a useful coordinate system for intermediate and high-level vision. 

Stereo surface estimation, in particular, is made much easier since the fixation process 

reduces the disparity to zero at the image centers, and this tends to reduce globally 

disparities over the entire image. (For human vision, stereoscopic fusion is not possible 

unless the eyes are fixated so that retinal disparities are very small.) 

Fixation overcomes limited fields of view. Traditionally, stereo systems utilize 

Stationary cameras with parallel optical axes, and cannot rotate so that a nearby object 

may not be visible in both images. A fixating system addresses this simple but 

fundamental problem by bringing the maximum visual area of an object into both 

images.



3. Camera fixation provides an estimation of depth. When both cameras are known to be 

fixated at a single surface point, knowledge of the camera angles can be used to 

calculate the 3D location of that point. 

4. Fixation is necessary if foveal image sensors are used. These sensors comprise a high- 

resolution central region within a low-resolution periphery. Camera movements are 

needed to bring the area of interest onto the central region, where it is possible to 

resolve fine details. 

5. Fixation is needed before stereo tracking can occur. Most stereo tracking systems 

assume that both cameras are initially aimed at a particular object, but do not provide 

mechanism for acquiring the target. 

1.2 Background and Previous Work 

Several systems have been developed which attempt binocular fixation. Abbott and 

Ahuja [Abbo88, Abbo90a, Abbo90b, Ahuj93] implemented an active surface 

reconstruction system that integrates the use of stereo with the control of camera vergence 

and focusing. The system fixates surface points by using a combination of focus, zoom, 

binocular disparity and adaptive camera calibration. The system selects visual targets and 

fixates each in turn to extract a composite surface representation. In order to fixate a given 

target, focus ranging from both cameras is used to estimate the distance to the fixation 

point and to detect occlusion. After focus has guided the system to the vicinity of correct 

fixation, image cross-correlation techniques are used to make small adjustments in camera 

vergence so that the image centers are registered. 

Krotkov et al. [Krot86, Krot87, Krot90] used a verging camera system to perform 

range estimation through the use of focus and stereo. This system extracts a sparse set of 

line segments to be used as stereo features. After candidate matches have been determined 

for these features, the system fixates the cameras at the predicted 3D locations of the 

points, and uses focus ranging to confirm or reject each point. Pahlavan et al [Pahl93] also 

used focus-based ranging to assist in fixation and vergence control.



Clark and Ferrier [Clar88, Ferr91] describe an implementation of a two-level control 

system which directs the movements of stereo cameras. The lower level is capable of 

stereo tracking, while the higher level selects features to be fixated. This higher level is a 

realization of Koch and Ullman's saliency map [Koch84], which uses weighted sums of 

elementary feature values to determine a saliency value at each point in an image. The 

system selects the points of maximum saliency for both images independently, and aims 

the cameras at the respective locations (which are assumed to belong to the same 3D 

location). As weights are dynamically altered, the system will shift fixation to new 3D 

points. Typical features used by the selection process are color and orientation. 

Olson and Potter [Olso89] described a method for fixating stereo cameras. It is based 

on the cepstrum, which was first applied to image disparity computations by Yeshurun and 

Schwartz [Yesh89]. Intuitively, cepstral filtering produces a peak for every “echo” in a 

given signal. If one image is approximately a shifted version of the other, then cepstral 

processing detects the amount of shift relative to the reference image. This amount is 

analogous to a disparity measure, and is used to guide fixation movements. The approach 

is fast because very little search is needed. A disadvantage is that both images must be 

approximately the same, except for relative translation. Later, Olson and Coombs 

[Olso91] described a real-time vergence system that used cepstral filtering to estimate the 

vergence error indicated by the stereo image pair. Coombs and Brown [Coom92] used the 

vergence system described in [Olso91] in conjunction with a disparity filter to help 

distinguish the fixation target from the background and track the moving target with the 

camera of a moving robot. Taylor et al. [Tayl93] present a vergence system that applies a 

cepstral filter to multiscale images obtained from a dominant-eye binocular sensor. 

Crowley et al. [Crow92] describe a gaze control system that tracks vergence error across 

the levels of a binomial pyramid. Based on phase differences, the system uses a single error 

estimation at each level, and it may fail if the features of the target do not dominate the 

scene at coarse level.



The methods described by Abbott, Krotkov, and other researchers depend on focus 

ranging to assist in fixation. Clark and Ferrier’s method depends on the presence of a 

salient feature that is visible in both images. The methods described by Olson’s group are 

very useful for many scenes, but do not appear appropriate for surfaces having significant 

surface slant or occlusion. Their techniques will not succeed if the fixation target is not 

initially visible in both images. The methods described by other people also assume that 

the fixation target has no significant surface slant, no significant periodicities, with 

sufficient image texture, and no serious occlusion. 

1.3 Contributions of This Research 

This research has emphasized the development of a robust method which can fixate 

without the use of additional sensing modalities, and which specifically addresses complex 

scenes. The contributions of the method developed here can be summarized as follows: 

e This system is among the first to directly address complicated scenes which include 

steeply inclined surfaces, occlusion, repeating patterns, or featureless image regions. 

Most existing system do not perform well in these cases. 

e To our knowledge, the approach presented here is the first to utilize attentional shifts 

to assist in binocular fixation. These are used to avoid featureless regions which are 

difficult to fixate accurately. 

e This appears to be the first stereo fixation system which uses image warping to 

counter differences in perspective. This system uses affine resampling to perform 

warping before area based matching is performed. 

e The system integrates adaptive window-size control and coarse-to-fine multiresolution 

search. The window-size selection method is new, and uses an ARMA procedure. 

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

The critical need in a fixation system is a reliable similarity measure that can be used to 

locate correspondences in both images. Conventional methods such as the simple cross-



correlation and cross-covariance often produce incorrect results because the image DC 

level, ambient light and intensity are disregarded. The normalized cross-covariance (NCC) 

method performs much better than the conventional method and is discussed in Section 

2.1. A key aspect of this research is that the multiresolution hierarchical images are used in 

the procedure to avoid false matches in image correlation, especially in the beginning of 

the fixation. Section 2.2 describes the multiresolution image pyramid and the algorithm for 

pyramid construction using Gaussian lowpass filters. The binocular fixation procedure 

developed here uses image windows to increase the processing speed. Initial window size 

plays an important role in accurate fixation. Section 2.3 discusses the algorithm for 

adaptive window size selection using an ARMA model and image autocorrelation 

functions to obtain the initial window size for fixation. All correlation-based approaches 

depend on having a sufficient level of visual texture. When texture is not present, it is may 

be desirable in some cases to shift the visual attention to a new location. Section 2.4 

describes a method for automatically selecting the salient points (SPs) in an given image 

that can be used for this purpose. 

The general procedures of the binocular fixation, including the outline flow chart, the 

selection of the initial location of the slave window to start matching and the iteration of 

the coarse-to-fine multiresolution search, are described in Chapter 3. A major problem that 

hinders any fixation system from obtaining an accurate result is the perspective difference 

in the two images. Affine resampling is an effective way to reduce the effects of 

perspective. Chapter 4 describes affine transformation and affine image warping. Further 

research to improve the accuracy of the affine transformation is also proposed. Chapter 5 

presents the experimental results from several image fixation examples and Chapter 6 

summarizes the research.



2. Algorithms for Binocular Fixation 

This chapter will describe the principal algorithms used in the fixation procedure. 

Section 2.1 describes the normalized cross-covariance similarity measure for area-based 

matching, and compares that with simple cross-correlation and cross-covariance. Section 

2.2 discusses the multiresolution image hierarchy and its realization, including the 

selection of filter form and parameters. Section 2.3 presents the theory and algorithm for 

selecting the initial window size for matching. Section 2.4 describes saliency detection 

and attentional shifts. 

2.1 The Measurement of the Similarity of Two Images 

2.1.1 Overview 

The key to fixating stereo cameras is having a good similarity measure between the 

master image and the slave image. This involves using the quantitative measurement of 

similarity in structure between two images. This section discusses the problems of the 

conventional cross-correlation methods, and compares results obtained using cross- 

correlation, cross-covariance and normalized cross-covariance. A simple example is 

given to illustrate how the normalized cross-covariance overcomes many of the problems 

involved in the conventional approach. 

The intensity distribution in an image can be characterized by its average level (DC 

component) and its spatial frequency (AC level). It is a function of the intensity of the 

light source, the viewing angle, and the properties of the surface material of object. The 

image DC level primarily results from the intensity of ambient light, and the spatial 

frequency information portrays the structure of the objects in the viewing field. The 

spatial frequency component is the most important piece of information that determines 

the structure of an image, and thus can be used in similarity measurement.



2.1.2 Cross-correlation 

The cross-correlation function can be used as a similarity measurement between two 

images. Assume that M and S are images defined over the region 1<i<p and 

1<j<q. The biased estimate of the cross-correlation function for these two images is 

defined as 

prk q-l 1 
ry sk D=—>YYMG/SG+k, i+) for -psk<p,-qsl<q (2.1.1) 

Pq ‘i= j=1 

Notice that 7, is expected to have large values at location (i,j) where M and S are 

similar, and should have small values otherwise. Let M be written as M = M+ Uy, and 

S be written as S=S+ u.,. Here M represents the intensity deviation from the mean 

value L1,, in the master image, and S represents the intensity deviation from the mean 

value [L, in the slave image. Equation (2.1.1) can be rewritten as follows: 

prk q-l 

raahD =~ YY UED+ Hw SO+k J+ D+ Hy) 
i=l j=l 

1 pre qt ~ LL kK ql 

aS YS MG, )504+h i404 ESS HG (2.1.2) 
q i= j=! Pq j= j=! 

Uy Gas... (p—k\(q-) +—— SG+k, j+1)+———— py 
Pq Xd Pq “es 

The major problem with using Equation 2.1.2 is that the mean value of the image may 

adversely affect the correlation result. Consider the images given in Figure 2.1.1, which 

contains a master image and three slave images. The master image M and the first slave 
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Figure 2.1.1. Master image and three slave images. 
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image S, are identical. They contain a triangle with intensity level 100, a black 

background (intensity 0), and mean value 5.41. The second, S,, is uniform with value 

200. The third, S,, contains a square with intensity level 200, a black background, and 

mean value 32.84. The goal of the similarity measure is to select which image of 

{S,,5,,53 } is the best match to M. 

Let S, be written as S,=S,+,,, S, as S;=[1, (since S, is uniform), and 

S,= 5, + uU,,. By Equation 2.1.2, the cross-correlation of M and S, is 

p—k q-i 1 
Tyg, (kel) = =e CG D+ by MS G4+k j+D 4s VI (2.1.3) 

=] j=l 

Since M and S, are the same image, we have S, = M and Ls =Hy-. When kand/ are 

relatively small, then 

p-k q-l p-k q-l 

rus, (K mR DMG+k, jrneoe SY MG) 
i=] j=l i=1 j=l 

p-k q-l _ _ 

Bu SYS G+ kb j4 0 ee ay? (2.1.4) 
pa t=] j=l pq 

pak q-l _ _ 

25S mi, )MG+k j++ CE 
q i=i j=l Pq 

The first term is the auto-correlation function of M, which has its maximum value at 

(k, 2) = (0,0): 

q 

Maxtrys (kD}= ty,s, 00) =— Dire D+ ba? (2.1.5) 
q i=t j=l 

12



Now consider the cross-correlation of M and S,, recalling that S, =0: 

1 ~k q-l ~ 

rsa (kel) = add + Hy 0+ Hs, )) 
“bot (2.1.6) 

=— Fs YY MG, J) +} (p a p Hibs, 
i=l j= 

Notice that ry,5 (0,0)=Hybs , and ry > (k,/) = Uys for small values of k and J. As 

12h ~ 

long as [1g is so large that bys >— > YM? /t+py’, then trys, > Ty, which 
i=l j=l 

leads to an incorrect match. 

Finally consider the cross-correlation of Mand S,: 

1 p-k q-l 

Tus OD =— > YMG A+ by MS G+hj4+D+hs) 
i=1 j=l 

prk q-l prk q-l 

233 HG, pS,G+kj+D4— = SY MGA (2.1.7) 
~ pq i=l j=l Dq i=l j=l 

faaa ce (p—k)(q—-D) 
S;(i +k, j +2 +#——— yh 

bd pg Pq “we 

The cross-correlation results for all three cases are listed in the first row of Table 2.1.1. 

2.1.3 Cross-covariance 

To avoid problems caused by differing mean levels, it is possible to perform cross- 

correlation using Mand Salone. This is known as cross-covariance [Milt90]. Biased 

cross-covariance is as follows: 

13



p-k q-l 

ra gk D=— SY (MG, D-byMSG+k j+D-ps) 
i=l j=l 

SS ite DSG+K, Jt+D 
q =i j=l 

(2.1.8) 

Consider again the cases shown in Figure 2.1.1. For case 1, slave image S, is the 

same as master image M, and Equation 2.1.8 can be rewritten as 

k q-l 

tag = : = PL DS, G+k, J+) 
i=1 j=l 

- (2.1.9) 

l 2 SS te. PDMG+k j+D 
q i= j=i 

This is the auto-correlation function of M , which has the maximum value at 

(k,2) = (0,0): 

ax|rg 5 (kel) b= rag 00= LD MO i) (2.1.10) 

For case 2, we have S, =0, and S, =Us: 

p-k q-l 

ras, bs) =—- YD (M- Hn Sy - Hs,) 
i=1 j=l 

(2.1.11) 
=0 

For case 3, we have 
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p~-k q-l 

ras, 6D =~ > YMG DS G+k I+ 
i=l j=l 

(2.1.12) 

Since Vig _, 1) is zero, the similarity measure will not indicate that the slave image S, is 

the best match to the master image M. Thus, this cross-covariance method is not fooled 

by different average intensity levels and shows an important improvement of the 

similarity measure over simple cross-correlation. However, an incorrect match is still 

found, as shown in the second row of Table 2.1.1. 

2.1.4 Normalized cross-covariance (NCC) 

From Equations (2.1.9) and (2.1.12), it is clear that if the dynamic range of S, is 

larger than that of S,, then an incorrect match will occur because Vos (k,l) > Vag (k,l). 
ay 1 

Therefore, normalizing the cross-covariance is another important step in the similarity 

measure. This is given by 

Pigg (kD)     
oe My S—ps 

“a ae 1 ee ce 
a an YUM - by)? te YD S-ps) 

q i= j=1 Pq j= j= 

p= ‘Sg 

i=l j ™,
 

Notice that —1< Pg (kD) <1. 

For case 1 of Figure 2.1.1, we have 

(2.1.13) 
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1§ y M— — My Si7 THs, 
  

P a.s, (k, ) ~ p-k ql es 

Peery ESS My r | 28 > (S, - Hs)” 
Pq j= j=1 i=l j=l (2.1.14) 

pre q-l ~ 

SY MG P)MGitk, j+D 
_ isl jel 
  

—k q—l 

yu 
i=l j=l 

The maximum value occurs at (k,/) =(0,0), where Pag 0, 0)=1 since M and S are 

identical. 

For case 2, p< (k,l) = 0. For case 3, we have 

    

p-k q-l M- S. — 
Pag (k,l) = 5 45 5\ LL ( 3 Ls, ) 

p—k q-l p-k q-l 

te YY M-wwy? JESS 45” 
q =i j=l i=l j=l 

p-k q-l 
2.1.15 

2 EMG DS, G+k,j+) ( 
_ 1 j=l 

i=l j=l i=l j=l 

  

  

Notice that Max as a « Ck, ptt. Since Max}p ag Dhis the largest, this 

measurement returns the correct match. The computer simulation results for the 

normalized cross-covariance method are listed in the third row of Table 2.1.1. 
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Table 2.1.1. Comparison of three similarity measures 
  

  

  

  

cross-covariance           

  

Image pairs (M,S,) (M,S,) (M,S;) 

maximum cross-correlation | Mar{r,, .(k,1)} 225.9 | 1082°°| 817.3 

maximum cross-covariance | jyay 1" -(k pt 196.6 0 
MS*” 

maximum normalized Max {p wath p} . As : 0 

  

The table compares all three of the similarity measures for the images in Figure 2.1.1. 

The first row contains the maximum cross-correlation values for the three image pairs. 

The second row lists the maximum cross-covariance values. The third row lists the 

maximum normalized cross-covariance values. The highlighted box on each row 

indicates the match that is chosen for each method. The results show that the first two 

methods fail, but the normalized cross-covariance produces the correct match. 

17 

 



2.2 Multiresolution Image Filtering 

2.2.1 Overview 

A key aspect of the system described here is that multiresolution methods are used to 

guide the fixation procedure. Given a pair of stereo images, each is processed to generate 

images at an appropriate level of spatial resolution. Processing begins at the coarsest level 

and progresses through a resolution hierarchy toward finer levels. At each level of the 

hierarchy, image correlations are performed so that a single point is finally found in both 

images. This hierarchical approach helps to avoid false matches during correlation, and 

assists in overcoming several difficult problems, such as occlusion, perspective distortion, 

repeating patterns and textureless objects. 

This section first introduces multiresolution image pyramids and the procedure of 

pyramid construction (Section 2.2.2), and then describes the characteristics of lowpass 

filters (LPFs). Three different LPFs will be compared in Section 2.2.3, and image 

resolution corresponding to filter parameters will be discussed in Section 2.2.4, Frequency 

domain filtering is discussed for image pyramid construction in Section 2.2.5. 

2.2.2 Multiresolution image pyramid 

An image pyramid is defined here as a set of images with different resolution levels as 

illustrated in Figure 2.2.1. In the figure, an image is represented as a function of three 

variables, W,,(x,y,S,;), where x and y are the spatial dimensions and S,, represents image 

resolution at level i. In this research, an image hierarchy of 4 resolution levels is used. The 

coarsest-resolution image W,,(x,y,S,,) serves as the base of the pyramid. As the 

resolution is gradually increased, additional levels of the pyramid are generated and the 

corresponding image sizes are reduced. At level zero (S,, ), the resolution is equivalent to 

that of the original image. 

18
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Figure 2.2.1. Example of image pyramid. The coarsest-resolution image serves as the base of the 

    
pyramid. In the vertical direction, resolution is gradually increased. 

The construction of the image pyramid for a fixation process is indicated in Figure 

2.2.2. In the figure, image pyramids are built for both master (W,,) and slave image ( W, ) 

windows. For each resolution level i, the window centers are found and the corresponding 

image windows of resolution S,, are produced by low-pass filtering followed by 

decimation. (The details of finding the window locations are discussed in Chapter 3). 

Figure 2.2.3 provides an example of a multiresolution image pyramid generated by this 

procedure. From top left to bottom right, image resolution changes from the coarsest level 

(S,,) to the finest level (S,, ). 

Figure 2.2.4 illustrates an overview of the fixation process that uses coarse-to-fine 

image analysis. A fixation target has been selected manually, and is indicated by “@” in the 

master image (top). The dark rectangulars represent image windows used for the similarity 

measure at each resolution level. The largest size is obtained using window size selection 

procedure (Section 2.3) and is used to perform NCC at the coarsest resolution level. The 
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remaining smaller windows are used for similarity measure at successive finer resolution 

levels. Process begins at the coarsest resolution through finer levels until original image 

resolution is reached. As shown at the bottom of the figure, the corresponding matches in 

the slave image are found. The location of the largest window is determined by the initial 

slave window selection procedure (Section 3.2). The remaining window locations are 

determined by the peak of NCC resulting from previous level. 

The considerations for developing such a procedure to obtain the image pyramid can 

be summarized as follows: 

1. Lowpass filtering removes fine details from the images, which allows a similarity 

measure to consider only large-scale features. At the coarser levels, this helps avoid 

mismatches caused by perspective differences, repeating patterns, and fine texture. 

2. After appropriate lowpass filtering, it is possible to perform decimation without 

aliasing to increase the processing speed. In practice, it is important to select the 

proper form of LPF such that it not only satisfies the cut-off frequency, but also yields 

small side lobes and/or without significant aliasing effects. 

3. The fixation procedure begins with a large image window at coarsest resolution and 

progresses to smaller windows having higher resolution. The match at level i directs 

the search at level i-1. The decimation ratio has to be reduced at each level to satisfy 

the cut-off frequency requirements. The goal is to guide the search to the best match at 

the finest resolution. 
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Figure 2.2.2. Multiresolution image pyramid construction. The fixation point P is supplied by an 

external agent. For each window shown in the master image, beginning with the largest, a match 

is located in the slave image. 
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Figure 2.2.3. Example of multiresolution image pyramid generated using Gaussian LPF. 
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2.2.4. (Top) Master image with fixation windows centered at the fixation target. (Bottom) 

Slave image with fixation windows and the fixated target. 
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2.2.3 Comparison of low pass filters 

A LPF is characterized by its magnitude response and its phase response. In the work 

here, the magnitude response is the most important component. It describes the cut-off 

frequency, frequency decay rate and side lobes. These properties determine the quality of 

the blurred image which results from applying the filter to an input image. 

Three typical two-dimensional LPFs are the moving average LPF, the Butterworth 

LPF, and the Gaussian LPF. 

For a moving average LPF, its two-dimensional impulse response is defined by 

[Scha89}: 

a 0<x<M,-1, 0S y<M,-1 
h(x, y) =) MM, therwi (2.2.1) 

0 one se 

where M, and M, are the numbers of points to be averaged along x and y directions 

respectively. The corresponding discrete Fourier transform over the grid O<u<WN, -1, 

O<sv<sN,-1,for M, <N, and M, <N, is written as 

N,~1N,-1 

Hav) = ¥.Y. heb, expl-j2n et + 2)] 
k,=0k, =0 M, M, M-AMy-A he vk (2.2.2) 

=¥ VY Atk,,k,)exp[—j2n( +) 2, 2, Mknka exp PRG + ay 

Equation 2.2.2 can also be represented as: 
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1 On 20 
Hwy) == SY) exp(- ig) YS) exp(- iv) 

0 2 

    

iM, k=0 ] i= 

; |! |! (2.2.3) 
sin(7t u 1 sin(7t v =| exp jn w(t) EO |.| expl-jn vd =) 

1 M, sin(—) 2 2 sin(-—) 
M. M 1 2 

for O<u<WN, -1, OS v<QN, —1, which illustrates that the transfer function H(u,v) is a 

separable operation, and the result is the product of two sinc functions. 

For a Butterworth LPF, the two-dimensional magnitude-squared function is defined by 

[Dudg84]: 

|H(u,v)|? = 

(2.2.4) 

where D(u,v)=~Vu’+v’ is the Euclidean distance from the frequency point (u,v) to the 

origin of two dimensional spectral domain, D, is the cutoff frequency radius, and N is the 

filter order. Setting N = 2, we have: 

  

1 
lO  ———— 2.2.5 

| ( ) (u* 4 y2 y? ( ) 

1+—_~—— 

D; 

The transfer function for a Gaussian LPF is defined as: 

_ u?-+v7 

Hiuv)=e (2.2.6) 
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where D, is the dilation coefficient of the Gaussian shape spectrum H(u,v). 

These three filters (both the impulse responses and the magnitude responses) are 

shown in Figure 2.2.5 with the same cut-off frequency. The impulse responses are 

obtained by performing the inverse 2D FFT. Figure 2.2.6 shows the same magnitude 

responses using logarithmic scale. As shown at the top row of the figures, the magnitude 

response of a moving average LPF has side lobes along the frequency axes. The 

logarithmic representation presents more clearly that the side lobes contribute not only 

along the frequency axis but also over the other parts of frequency domain. As shown at 

the middle row of the figures, the impulse response and the magnitude response of a 

Butterworth LPF are similar in shape. The logarithmic scale magnitude response shows a 

very low decay rate over high frequency regions. As shown at the bottom row of the 

figures, the impulse response and the corresponding magnitude response of a Gaussian 

LPF are both Gaussian. The logarithmic scale magnitude response shows a parabolic 

shape. The decay rate is slow in the low frequency region, and is fast in the high frequency 

region. 

This comparison of the magnitude responses suggests that: 

a) A moving average LPF will selectively extract the frequency components of the image. 

It blurs the image, but brings about significant frequency distortion to the blurred 

image. Therefore, a moving average LPF is not a good filter form for the fixation 

system. 

b) The ability of a second order Butterworth LPF to filter out the high frequency 

components is low, therefore certain details of texture in image will remain. This may 

cause mismatches to occur at the coarsest resolution level. Moreover, because of the 

slow frequency decay rate, aliasing can be a problem when decimation is performed. 

c) A Gaussian LPF appears to be the best choice of the three filters considered here. Its 

slow decay rate in low frequency region can meet the image resolution requirement. 

Its fast decay rate over high frequency region can assist in extracting only the coarsest 

structure information. Because the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is also a 
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Gaussian, the side lobe effect of the Gaussian filter in both spatial and frequency 

domain is the smallest when compared with other filter forms. With this property, 

Gaussian filter brings less distortion to the image. 

Figure 2.2.7 shows the blurred images obtained using the different LPFs discussed 

here. The same cut-off frequency is used. Part (a) is the original image, and part (b) is the 

blurred image obtained using a moving average LPF. It shows nonuniform blur feature 

with more fine details in the horizontal direction. Part (c) is the blurred image obtained 

using a Butterworth LPF. It shows clearer edges than the other two blurred images. Part 

(d) is the image blurred by a Gaussian LPF. 
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Figure 2.2.5. Filters in spatial domain and frequency domain. 
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Figure 2.2.5. Filters in spectral domain plotted in log scale. 
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Figure 2.2.7. Images filtered by three LPF of the same cut-off frequency. 
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2.2.4 Spatial resolution of blurring filter. 

In designing the multiresolution image blurring filter, one important characteristic is 

how much “blur” a low pass filter (LPF) can produce, that is how to quantitatively 

measure the blur of an LPF. The cut-off frequencies and the decay rates of the filter 

magnitude response may give some quantitative measure of the blur of an LPF. However, 

these parameters can not directly provide the blurring characteristics of an LPF in spatial 

domain. Thus we introduce the term spatial resolution as a quantity of the blurring effect 

of an LPF. 

The resolution of a filter was first proposed by Gabor [Gabo46]. For a one 

dimensional time signal, the time resolution is defined as the effective duration of the filter 

impulse response A(t), 1.e., 

  

fe —7) A(t)’ de 
At= {2x =———_—_ (2.2.7) 

[lac)) ae 

where f is the center of h(t), and is defined as 

0 

J dncny?ae 
— (2.2.8) 

[lacy ae 

Daugman [Daug85] extended Gabor’s resolution definition to the two-dimensional 

case. For a 2D filter whose impulse response is A(x,y), there are three possible 

generalizations of the effective width form of h(x, y): 
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f fa — X)"|h(x,y))’ dedy 
  Ax= |2x ——— 

[ [|ncx. 99]? axay 

  

f fo — 9)" |h(x, y)° dxdy 
Ay= |2x 

| es y)|" dxdy 

  

  

| [@-no-Hho. yf deay 
  Axy = |2n ==—_- 

J [lac »)P axay 

area of a 2D filter can be measured. 

  

| x?|ac,0)) dx 
Ar = Ax\,_)= |2n= 

oo 

Jlacx,0) ax 

(2.2.9a) 

(2.2.9b) 

(2.2.9c) 

The first two equations are used to compute the effective duration along the x and the y 

axes; the third one is used to compute the asymmetry of the diagonals. Thus the effective 

In our design, due to the rotational symmetry of the 2D Gaussian filter impulse 

response, we can simplify the resolution problem by introducing one dimensional radial 

spatial resolution along the axis of the Gaussian lobe. Without loss of generality, assume 

that y=Q, and the center of the Gaussian lobe is at the origin. The spatial resolution is 

then defined by 

(2.2.10) 
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The spatial resolution along the axis is a measurement of how close two image 

components can be placed without being merged together by the LPF. 

The computation of spatial resolution requires integration. To numerically compute the 

resolution, we replace integrations with summation in the original definitions. The spatial 

resolution Ar can thus be rewritten as 

(in pixels) (2.2.11) 

  

After the image has been filtered by the LPF, the blurred image is decimated to reduce 

the image size and computation. The decimation rate is another important parameter to 

choose in the multiresolution search. A large decimation rate can reduce the computation 

dramatically since the computation is proportional to the area of the image. However, if 

the decimation rate is too large, a serious aliasing problem will result. The new sampling 

frequency at the i-th resolution after decimation can be written as 

fi = be (2.2.12) 

where f, is the original sample rate, f,, new sample rate, and 7, is the decimation rate at 

the i-th resolution. To prevent aliasing, the cut-off frequency of the LPF has to satisfy 

      p<, o <= (2.2.13) 
2f. 2s, bo

 

where f is the fractional cut-off frequency in cycles/sample. 
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The impulse response of the Gaussian filter for the i-th image resolution is given by 

  (2.2.14a) 

where D, is the dilation coefficient of the Gaussian. As the Fourier transform of a 

Gaussian function is still a Gaussian, it can be proved that the Fourier transform of 

h;(x, y) in (2.2.14a) can be written as 

_ D; («7 +7) 

H,(u,v) =e 4 (2.2.14b) 

where u, and v are the spatial frequencies in radians per sample. Let the cut-off frequencies 

of the Gaussian filter be defined as the frequencies at which the magnitudes of the 

Gaussian are about the 0.05 of its peak value, that is 

H,(u,,0) = H,(0,v,) =e" 

  

or 

2 ; ; 
u,=V,= 1D, (in radians/sample) 

or 

fa =e = : (in cycles/sample) uc ve nT 4D; y p 

where f,,, andf,, are the fractional cut-off frequencies. 

(2.2.15a) 

(2.2.15b) 

(2.2.15c) 
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Using equations 2.2.13 and 2.2.15c, the decimation rate of the i-th resolution is 

(2.2.16)   

1/D, 

2 lai = 

As an example, to design a hierarchy of four resolution levels, the dilation coefficient 

for the blurring filter at the i-th resolution level can be chosen as 

D. =2' -1 for i=1, 2, 3 (2.2.17) 
i 

That is D, =1,D, =3 and D, =7. At resolution level 0, original image resolution is 

applied. Table 2.2.1 gives quantitative description of the radial spatial resolutions and the 

decimation rates of the Gaussian LPFs for each image resolution hierarchy. 

  

  

  

  

Table 2.2.1 

image resolution level (i ) 3 2 1 0 

filter dilation coefficient D; 7 3 1 0 

radial spatial resolution Ay, 3.3610 | 2.4708 1.2533 1 

(in pixels) | 

decimation rate r,, 4.1559 | 2.7207 1.5707 1             
  

The third row lists the spatial resolution of the filters used in the image filtering. At the 

coarsest resolution level (i=3), the spatial resolution of the filter is about 3, which means 

that image components cannot be distinguished within this radius. At level 0, the spatial 

resolution is 1, which means each pixel can be identified. The forth row list the decimation 

rate at each level according to Equation 2.2.16. Computationally, these values have been 

rounded to integers. 
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2.2.5 Frequency domain image filtering 

Image filtering can be done in two ways. One is in the spatial domain by convolving 

the image W,, (x,y) with filter h(x, y). The other is in the frequency domain by multiplying 

the Fourier transform of the image W,,(u,v) by the filter H(u,v) and taking the inverse 

Fourier transform of the result with zero padding. This can be described as 

    

      

N,-1N,-1 9 2. 

Xuv)y= ¥ ¥ xk sky exp(-j en - jy (2.2.18) 
k,=0k,=0 N, N, 

X' (wv) = X(u,v)- Hv) (2.2.19) 
N,-1N,-1 2. 

x (ksh) =—— YS. X' Cavyexp jen + ; 2A (2.2.20) 
N, 2 u=0 v=0 1 N, 

for O<k, <N,-1, OS k, $N,—-land O<uSsN,-1, OS VSN,-1. 

Two factors need to be considered. One is that filtering in the spatial domain will 

result in a transient area around the outside border of the image. Assuming that the size of 

the input image is p xq, and the size of the effective impulse response of the filter is 

mxn, the output image from spatial filtering will be size of (p+m-—1)xX(qt+n-}). 

Except for the central part of size (p+1—m)x(qg+1-—n), the remaining portion is the 

transient area. Filtering in the frequency domain can be approached using circular 

convolution with zero padding. It also produces a transient region. However, because the 

Gaussian filter has fast decay rate in high frequency region and the magnitude responses at 

those region are approximately equal to zero, circular convolution without zero padding 

produces results close to that with zero padding in this case. 

Figure 2.2.8 shows image examples obtained by Gaussian filtering in the spatial and 

frequency domains. As shown in (b), the output of spatial domain filtering contains large 

transient area over the image edge. (CONV2 in the title is a Matlab function used to 

compute the two dimensional convolution.) The center portion, shown in (c), shows that 
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the transient area penetrates inside the image and reduces the useful region. The frequency 

domain example as shown in (d) has no such a severe problem. 

Another factor to be considered is that, for large image sizes, filtering in the spatial 

domain requires more computations than that in the frequency domain. Theoretically, for 

the one dimensional case, an N-point-FFT (with N being a power of 2) requires total 

number of Nlog, N complex multiplications and additions [Oppe89]. For the two- 

dimensional case, the 2D discrete Fourier transform can be computed by taking one- 

dimensional FFT sequentially on each index of the original function [Pres90]. For a 

function of size N x N, the number of complex multiplications and additions of the 2D 

FFT is 2-N-Nlog, N=2-N’ log, N. A filtering operation requires two 2D FFTs (one 

to obtain the spectrum and one for inverse DFT) and plus one element-by-element 

multiplication. Thus the total number of complex computations involved are 

2-2N* log, N+N? =N*(i+4 log, N). 

A one-dimensional N-point convolution requires about 2(1+2+-:-+N)=N? 

complex multiplications and additions. A 2D N x N -point convolution requires about N* 

complex multiplications and additions. For the given image example of size (64 x 64), the 

computational cost of filtering in the spatial domain is 33,554,432 floating point 

operations, and that of filtering in frequency domain is 899,341. The larger the input 

image size, the larger the difference in the computation cost will be. Therefore, filtering in 

the frequency domain is a more efficient method that helps to reduce transient effects and 

the computational cost. Frequency domain filtering is therefore used in this research to 

construct image pyramids. 
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Figure 2.2.8. Comparison of filtering in spatial domain and frequency domain. 
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2.3 Window Size Selection Using an ARMA Model 

2.3.1 Overview 

In order to perform NCC, it is first necessary to select processing windows from both 

images. The size of a window can greatly influence the final results of the fixation. If the 

window is too small compared with the structural details of the image, then the similarity 

analysis deals with only a small portion of the texture components of the image. This may 

easily result in the process being distracted by neighboring texture elements. It is also 

possible that a small window will enclose a featureless image region such as wall or sky. If 

the window size is too large, poor results can be obtained because of perspective 

projection, and because of repeating patterns in the viewing field. Furthermore, a large 

window size is costly in terms of computation time. The selection of a proper window size 

is therefore an important step for successful fixation. 

The structural information of the image can be represented either in the spatial domain 

or in the frequency domain. In the spatial domain, it can be characterized by the 

autocorrelation function (ACF). The ACF is a self-similarity measure of the image over 

space. It provides such information as how long the same structure lasts and whether 

periodicity is present. For example, the ACF of an image with coarse spatial detail usually 

has a slow decay rate, while fine textures of an image result in a sharp ACF with a fast 

decay rate. 

This section describes a method which can be used to automatically determine the 

appropriate size of an image window for matching, based directly on the features 

presented in the image. 

2.3.2 Window size selection via ARMA model 

Before starting to derive the equation for computing the initial window size, we first 

introduce a linear model for an image. In the model, the pixel value at (i,j) is considered 

as resulting from a linear combination of the incoming light and partly by the linear 
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combination of the reflected light from neighboring pixels. The former tells the structure 

of the lighting source and the latter provides the structure of the object in the viewing 

field. This model can be mathematically represented as a two dimensional Autoregressive 

Moving Average (ARMA) model of the following form [Hara92, Dudg84], 

m, my 

=> Sa, ySi+z, ity + y ya xy Ci+x ity (2.3.1) 

x=—A, YSN, x=~m, yormy 

where g;,; is the gray level (or the light intensity) of the image at (i,j); a@,, is the 

weighting coefficient which tells how much of the light intensity of the pixel at (i,j) is 

contributed by the reflection of a neighboring pixel at (i+ x, j+y); b,, is the weighting 

coefficient which tells the contribution from the lighting source at location (i+ x, j+ y); 

and e, , is the intensity of lighting source. The parameters n, and n, provide the extent of 

the reflected light from neighboring pixels. They are also called the orders of the 

Autoregressive (AR) part of the model. The parameters m, andm, provide the 

information about the size of lighting source. They are the orders of the Moving Average 

(MA) part of the model [Box76]. Among’ all the parameters, 

{a,iX= “Ny sttsN,S y=-n,---,n, } are the most important because they provide the 

structural information of the image. Notice that a negative index of x or y is the 

contribution from left (top) neighbors, which defines structural information propagating 

from left to right (or top to bottom). A positive index is the contribution from the right 

(bottom) neighbors, which defines structural information propagating from right to left (or 

bottom to top). 

In this research, it has been assumed that the vertical and horizontal structures of the 

image are independent. Therefore, a two dimensional ARMA model can be reduced to a 

one dimensional model, and the vertical and horizontal sizes can be determined 

independently. By doing this, the problem is greatly simplified. In the rest of this section, 
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only the one dimensional initial window size will be discussed. In addition, we assume that 

the contributions from the left side neighbors are the same as those from the right side in 

general, and we will only discuss one directional structural information propagation. That 

is, the indices of x (or y) are all positive. 

A one-dimensional ARMA model is defined by [Box76] as 

§; = ¥ 4,8, + ¥ b,e.4 (2.3.2) 
x=l x=0 

The first part of the equation is the AR part, which is the combination of the contributions 

from neighboring pixels. The second part is the MA part, which is the contribution from 

the lighting source. In selecting the window size, we are interested in the first part of the 

equation, i.e., the coefficients ja,, } of the model in (2.3.2). Notice that (2.3.2) is a linear 

difference equation. 

The importance of using the ARMA model representation of the image is that the 

physical meaning of “structure” becomes more clear, which is the information propagating 

along the vertical or horizontal direction. This structural information is coded into a few 

model parameters. More importantly, the model coefficients have a one-to-one relation 

with the ACFs of the image. Thus, the ACFs and the ARMA model representations of the 

image are united, and give different perspectives of the characteristics of the image. 

To derive the relation of the ARMA parameters and the ACFs, we first assume the 

special case that the order of MA part m, =0, and e; is normally distributed with zero 

mean and variance of o?. Then (2.3.2) can be rewritten as 

g,=Yia,g,, +e, (2.3.3) 
x=1 
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We further assume that the expectation EF [e:,8;-. |= 0, for allx >0. These assumptions 

are reasonable ones, and imply that the lighting source is white with average power 07. A 

photon e, hitting on pixel i is independent of reflections from the neighboring pixels g,_.. 

The autocorrelation function r,(k) of an autoregressive process is found by 

multiplying (2.3.3) by g, ,, and finding the expected value on both sides of the equation: 

Elg..8:-+]= > 4,£[g:-08:-4]+ £le:8:-1] (2.3.4a) 
x=l 

or 

r, (k)= Da, (k-—x) (2.3.4b) 

= ar, (k—-l+a,r,(kK-2)+ ++ +a, 7,(k—n,) 

Equation 2.3.4b indicates that the ACFs satisfy the same form of difference equation as 

g,. The eigenvalues of the difference equation can be derived by solving the roots from 

the following equation: 

l-a,g-a,q’ - vee —a,q” =Q0 (2.3.5) 

which is the characteristic polynomial of (2.3.4b). 

There are totally n, roots or eigenvalues (g,, forj=1, 2, ---, m,) that can be 

obtained. Each eigenvalue defines an exponential component, and the absolute values of 

q, are less than 1 for a stable linear model [Box76]. The general solution of the difference 

equation can therefore be written as a linear combination of these exponential components 

(assuming that the eigenvalues are distinct). That is, 

r,(k) =8,q; +8,q5 + + +0,.g5, (2.3.6) 
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Two kinds of eigenvalues exist: 

1. The eigenvalue gq, is real such that the term 6,qg* in (2.3.6) decays exponentially 

to zero as k increases, and is referred to as a damped exponential. 

2. The eigenvalues (g;,q;) are a complex conjugate pair, in which case they 

contribute a damped sine wave in (2.3.6) of the form 

d* sin(2nfk +6), forO<d<1. 

Thus, the general solution of the difference equation indicates that the ACFs of an AR 

model consist of a mixture of damped exponentials and damped sine waves. The fast 

damping terms are related to the fine texture in the image while the slow damping terms 

are related to the coarse structure of the image. Therefore, the initial window size can be 

determined according to the slowest damping term, or the largest absolute value of the 

eigenvalues. 

It can also be proved [Box76] that an ACF of a pure MA process (n, =0, 

and m, >0O in Equation 2.3.2) is cut abruptly at k =m,. Meanwhile, the ACF of an 

ARMA process is the combination of the ACF of an AR process and the ACF of a MA 

process. As the ACF is cut at k= m,, after k > m,, the ACF of the ARMA process is the 

same as the ACF of AR process. That is, we still can use the largest eigenvalue to 

determine the initial window size. 

2.3.3 Window size selection. 

Equation 2.3.6 is composed of either pure damped exponentials or a mixture of 

damped exponentials and damped sine waves. The ACF must therefore have an 

exponentially decaying shape, and the largest eigenvalue of the corresponding difference 

equation of the ACF will be the dominant element to determine the tail of the ACF. 

Therefore, selecting the window size can be performed by fitting an exponential function 

to the tail of the ACF. 
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In order to obtain a correct solution to the curve fitting, the confidence level of the 

estimates of the ACF has to be appraised. In [Box76], Bartlett's standard error 

approximation is used as the criterion to evaluate the estimated autocorrelation 

coefficients with approximately 95% of the confidence interval. Bartlett's approximation is 

defined by 

  

  

_ 1 n~-1 a2 

C(n) =2 | NEO h +27, | (2.3.7) 
k=l 

where N is the total number of samples used for estimation of the ACFs, 

r(k), fork =0, 1, 2, ---, N—1 are the estimated ACF coefficients, and n is the lag index 

where the confidence interval is defined. 

This process contains two separable procedures. One is to determine the size in the 

horizontal direction using the ACFs of the row elements of the image window. The other 

is to obtain the size in the vertical direction using the ACFs of the column elements. 

Because the two procedures are identical, we illustrate only one as an example, which 

determines the initial size in the horizontal direction. Given the master window 

W,, of size p X gq centered at a point, the procedure is described as follows: 

Procedure: Initial window size selection 

1. Compute the ACF coefficients of each row and determine the corresponding 

confidence level estimate from 

qu-k 

AW=—Yx/(x/ (+b for k=0, +1, +2,--- (2.3.8) 
n=) 

and



  

  

1 k-1 

C.(k) =2,/— fia ro] for k =0, 1, 2, -: (2.3.9) 
, (ts 2 ‘ 

where j=1, 2, ---, p is the row index and x j(”) are the row elements. 

Both 7,(k) and C,(k) have even symmetry about the index k. 

Average all the rows to obtain mean ACF coefficients by: 

if. M(k)=—> F(/ for k=0, +1, £2,-+- (2.3.10) 
P jz 

Obtain the mean confidence level by 

—_ 12 
Ci) =—>¥ CK for k=0, 1, 2, -- (2.3.11) 

P ja 

Extract the data from M(k) which are larger than those in C (x): 

X(k) = M(k) if M(k) = C(k) for k=0, 1, 2, --- (2.3.12) 

Construct & items of natural logarithm functions using X(k): 

p(k) = ed for k=0, 1, 2, «= (2.3.13) 

Average all the p to get P and obtain the fitted exponential function: 
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P= 1S pe) (2.3.14) 
Nn x=1 

f(t)= e&?? for t= 0, 1, 2,--- (2.3.15) 

7. The initial size in the horizontal direction is then chosen by the index t where 

the value of f(t) dies out to 95% of f(0) =1, which is about ¢ = =. 

Figures 2.3.1 to Figure 2.3.3 show examples of the relationship of the image structures 

and the characteristics of the corresponding ACFs. Figure 2.3.1(a) shows a coarse 

textured image. Figure 2.3.1(b) is a plot of the ACFs of all rows of the image. This is 

obtained by computing the ACF of each row and plotting the result sequentially from the 

first row to the last row. Figure 2.3.1(c) is a plot of the ACFs of all columns of the image. 

Both of the two-dimensional plots of the ACFs show slow decay rates. Figure 2.3.2 shows 

a fine textured image. The two-dimensional plots of the corresponding ACFs show a fast 

decay rate with a steep area at the center. Figure 2.3.3(a) shows an image containing a 

window (chosen manually) with repeating patterns, and (b) and (c) present the average 

ACFs and the corresponding fitted exponential functions for the row and the column 

elements. The horizontal coordinate of the vertical solid line represents the width chosen 

for the window size. 

Figures 2.3.4 through 2.3.5 illustrate the importance of the initial window size 

selection. Figure 2.3.4 shows an example for which the fixation fails because the window 

size (chosen manually) is too small. Figure 2.3.5 shows that the fixation fails because the 

window size (chosen manually) is too large. Figure 2.3.6 presents the successful fixation 

with the automatically selected window size. 
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100 200 "i 400 500 600 
a 

   
Figure 2.3.1. Image containing coarse structure (a) and 2D plotting of ACFs. (b) The plot of the 

ACFs of the rows. (c) The plot of the ACFs of the columns. The x and y axes represent horizontal 

and vertical directions respectively. 
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(a) 

   
Figure 2.3.2. Image containing fine structure (a) and 2D plotting of the ACFs. (b) The plot of 

ACFs of rows. (c) The plot of ACFs of column. 
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Figure 2.3.3. (a) Image containing a window (size chosen manually) with repeating pattern. (b) 

The average ACFs of the rows (solid line), the fitted curve (dashed line) and the confidence level 

(dash-dot line). (c) The average ACFs of the columns and the fitted curve. The vertical solid lines 

in both (b) and (c) present the computed window width. 
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Figure 2.3.4. An incorrect fixation due to a window size that is too small. Ws is of size 72x60. 
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Figure 2.3.5. An incorrect fixation due to a window size that is too large. Ws is of size 144x120. 
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Figure 2.3.6. Correct fixation with automatically selected window size. Ws is of size 10890. 
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2.4 Saliency Detection and Attentional Shifts 

2.4.1 Overview 

A salient point (SP) in a scene or in an image is one which attracts the attention of the 

viewer. As is described in [Hara92], a SP is sometimes called an interesting point. 

“Interesting” here has different meanings which reflect either the global or local structure 

of the image, such as distinctness and uniqueness. Distinctness implies that the point is 

distinguishable from its neighbors. Distinct points can be corners, blobs, highly textured 

places, and so on, depending on the application. Whereas distinctness aims at local 

separability, uniqueness aims at global image-wide separability. This is to avoid locally 

distinct but repetitive features or points that confuse or slow down the matching 

procedure. Unique points thus may significantly increase the reliability of the matching. 

A problem with correlation-based approaches is that they depend on having a 

sufficient level of visual texture. When texture is not present, it may be desirable in some 

cases to shift visual attention to a new location. 

This section describes a computational approach which uses a clustering procedure to 

automatically select SPs. It is then possible to shift attention from a given nonsalient target 

to a SP. Later, in Chapter 4, SPs will also be used to assist in affine transformation and 

image warping to improve the fixation accuracy. 

2.4.2 Detection of potential salient points 

Saliency measures are commonly associated with large intensity gradients in the image. 

Examples of these are corners, junctions, centers of circles, rings, etc. To extract the 

gradient of an image, derivative methods are often used. In this research, SPs are detected 

by applying a difference operator which results in a gradient image G,, of size p xq, and 

then selecting those locations with a response above a given threshold. The resulting 

image is called the thresholded gradient image 7,,, which is the same size as G,,. The 

procedure can be described as follows: 
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Gy =Wy *h (2.4.1) 

where / is a difference operator and ‘*’ represents convolution. Thresholding is then 

defined by 

255 G,,(i, zt 
Ty )= 2.4.2 
MoD) 0 otherwise ( 

where ¢ is a predetermined threshold value. In this work, tf is set to be 

0.4 x Max{G,, (i, )}, for lsi<spand l<j<q. 

This procedure often generates many foreground values at edges, corners and other 

places where a large gradient is present. Only a small number of foreground values can be 

useful candidates as SPs. The approach chosen here is to reduce the number of candidate 

points by using a clustering procedure. Generally speaking, clustering procedures produce 

groups of data points that possess strong internal similarities. The clustering procedure 

that has been implemented is a simple version of the well-known Isodata algorithm 

[Duda73]. In this research, a cluster is a set of points in the image 7,,. The procedure 

described here detects c cluster centers within n data points which are used as SPs. A 

value of c=10 has been assumed in this work. The Isodata algorithm is discussed further in 

Appendix A. 

Procedure: _ Basic Isodata 

1. Arbitrarily choose some initial values for the cluster means p,,p.,..., H,- 

2. Repeat until calculated mean locations do not change significantly. 

2.1. Classify the n samples by assigning each one to the class associated 

with the closest mean. 

2.2. Re-compute means as the average of the samples in each class. 
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The detection of the SPs is performed with two C-language subroutines. One obtains 

the cluster samples in the input image by applying a 3x3 Roberts edge detector [Hara92] 

to obtain a gradient magnitude image (G,,), and thresholding the result to obtain a 

thresholded image (T,, ). The other performs the Basic Isodata procedure to obtain the 

cluster means in T,, . 

2.4.3 SP selection and attentional shifts 

Among all the cluster means, three are chosen as SPs for further consideration. In one 

mode of operation, all three SPs are evaluated and one of them is chosen as a new target 

to be fixated. In another mode, all three SPs are used to facilitate the construction of an 

affine transformation matrix A for the high-level general fixation procedure. 

The three SPs can be chosen in two ways. For one, called the least distance method, 

the three cluster means that are nearest the initial target are selected. The second method, 

called the maximum expansion method, selects points to maximize the separations 

between the cluster means. The effect is that the three selected points determine the 

largest triangle inside the image window. The least distance method is appropriate for fast 

attentional shifting or for controlling camera movements. However, if the target point 

appears in the master image but is occluded in the slave image, or if occlusion cases also 

occur for the selected SPs, then fixation using the SPs selected by the least distance 

method will fail. The maximum expansion method may avoid this problem, because the 

possibility of occlusion is smaller as the salient points become more separated. Moreover, 

it gives more geometric information about the image and further helps to obtain a more 

accurate solution for the affine matrix A. 

When an attentional shift is needed, the system considers each SP by searching for a 

match to each in the slave image at several resolution levels, as described in Section 2.2. 

The NCC similarity measurement provides a confidence level, and the SP with the 

maximum confidence is chosen as the new target. (The estimation of the confidence level 

for each SP fixation will be discussed in Section 4.3). 
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Several image examples illustrate the selection of SPs. Figure 2.4.1 is a master image 

with an externally chosen target point marked as “@”. A window is centered at the target, 

and candidate SPs are chosen from points in this window. The target is located where very 

little texture is present. Figure 2.4.2 is the thresholded gradient image JT, which shows 

several sample groups (clusters) and cluster means. The target point marked as “@” is in 

the center and the three selected SPs marked as “*” have been chosen using the maximum 

expansion method. Figure 2.4.3 shows the locations of the selected SPs in the 

corresponding image. 

Image examples shown in Figures 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 illustrate the utility of an attentional 

shift using the coat image pair. Figure 2.4.4 shows a target that has been chosen in a low- 

contrast area and that does not appear in the field of view of the slave image. Part (a) and 

(b) represent a master and a slave image respectively. The system fixates the target 

(marked by “@”) using the method described in Section 2.2. It is impossible to locate 

correctly such a target in the slave image, and fixation fails in this case. 

Figure 2.4.5 shows the result after an attentional shift. Three SPs are found near the 

target in the master image. The system matches each of the SPs. The best match occurs 

for the salient point SP1 with a maximum NCC value of 0.8453. SP1 is then chosen as the 

new target. 
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Figure 2.4.1. The master image with target point and initial window. The target and window 

size were selected manually. 
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Figure 2.4.4. An incorrect match of the target in the region of low in contrast. 
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(b) 

Figure 2.4.5. Fixation with attentional shifts. SP1 is correctly matched. 
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3. Multiresolution Binocular Fixation 

The major components of a fixating system were given in the Chapter 2. This chapter 

presents a system-level description of the complete method. The general procedure and 

the flow chart diagrams are given in Section 3.1. Several technical problems are addressed 

in subsequent sections. Section 3.2 describes the procedure for selecting the initial window 

location to start the search of the target in the slave image. Section 3.3 discusses the 

coarse-to-fine target search coupled with the golden section method for choosing window 

sizes at finer resolution levels. 

3.1 High-level Binocular Fixation Procedures 

Two versions of the procedure have been developed and used. Version 1 (V1), called 

“direct fixation”, is the simpler method which fixates the target point without the 

assistance of the salient points. Version 2 (V2), called “attentional shift fixation”, is a more 

complicated procedure. It finds the target in the slave image using salient points and affine 

image warping. (The details of affine image warping will be discussed in Chapter 4.) 

Algorithm V1: Direct fixation 

1. A high-level agent selects a target point to fixate in the master image. (This is 

done manually.) 

2. Select a window of appropriate size that is centered at the target, as discussed in 

Section 2.3. 

3. Compare the window in the master image to regions along the corresponding 

epipolar line in the slave image. Use the normalized cross-covariance (NCC) as a 

measure of the similarity among these window matches, and consider the 3 

largest peaks. For each peak location, calculate the coordinates of a new window 

center, and compute the normalized mutual power (NMP) of this new window 

and the master window. The window matched the best is chosen based on the 

largest value of the NMP. 
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Apply Gaussian lowpass filtering followed by decimation to obtain the blurred 

image windows at each resolution. Begin with the coarsest resolution, search for 

the correspondence in the slave image that maximizes NCC until the finest 

resolution is reached. 

Version V2 builds on V1 by incorporating attentional shifts and image warping. Several 

flowgraphs are given to illustrate the algorithm. 

Algorithm V2: Attentional shift fixation 

(Figure 3.1.1) 

1. A high-level agent selects a target point to fixate in the master image. (This is 

done manually.) 

The system locate 3 salient points in the master image near the target point. These 

salient points are obtained by using a clustering approach as described in Section 

2.4. The points are chosen using the maximum expansion method to assist in 

warping later (Figure 3.1.2). 

For each salient point, the system locates the best match in the slave image by 

repeating the following steps (Figure 3.1.3): 

3.1. Beginning with the coarsest resolution level, select a window of an 

appropriate size that is centered at the current salient point in the master 

image, as discussed in Section 2.3 (Figure 3.1.4). 

3.2. Obtain initial slave window location using the procedure described by step 

3 of V1. (Figure 3.1.5). 

3.3. | Search for the corresponding SP in the slave image using coarse-to-fine 

multiresolution search as step 4 of V1 (Figure 3.1.6). 

Obtain the affine transformation matrix which maps the three salient points in the 

master image onto the corresponding points in the slave image. Estimate the 

location of the target point in the slave image by this transformation. 

Apply the same affine matrix to warp the slave window that is centered at the 

estimated target and match the target using coarse-to-fine multiresolution search. 
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Fixation Procedure V2 

  

Obtain stereo images 

! 
A high level agent selects a target 
point (P) in the master image to fixate 

4 
Select 3 salient points within a predetermined 

region near target in the master image 

4 
Fixate each salient point using 

the V1 procedure 

4 
Determine affine transformation matrix A 

! 
Estimate target location in the 

slave image using A 

4 
Warp slave image window (centered at 

estimated target location) using A 

4 
Search for target in warped image 
window using coarse to fine search 

4 
Report location of best match 

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

        

  

    
  

  

        
  

      

Figure 3.1.1. The general procedure of high-level binocular fixation (V2).



Selection of salient points 

  

  
Detect edges in master image window Wy, 

to create gradient image Gy, 

    

{ 
  

  
Threshold the result to obtain 

thresholded image Ty,     

  

  
Apply Isodata procedure to obtain 

10 cluster centers in Ty     

  

Y 
  

  
Select 3 cluster centers as the salient poimts 

using maximum expansion method 

    

Figure 3.1.2. Procedure for selecting salient points. 
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Fixation of salient points 

  

SP; (for i=1, 2,3) 
  

Select initial window size 

| 
Select initial window location 

in the slave image 

! 

      

  

      

  

Find SP; using coarse—to—fine search 

      

  

      Are all SP; done ? 

Yes 

Figure 3.1.3. Procedure for fixating the salient points. 
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Initial window size selection 

  

  
Compute autocorrelation of each 

row of image window     

Y 
  

  
Compute average autocorrelation 

over all rows 

    

! 
  

  
Fit tail to obtain horizontal size 

    

! 
  

  
Compute autocorrelation of each 

column of image window 
    

  

  
Compute average autocorrelation 

over all columns 
    

i 
  

  
Fit tail to obtain vertical size 

    

Figure 3.1.4. Procedure to determine initial window size. 
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Initial window location selection 

t 
Extract an epipolar strip in slave image 

y 
Obtain n windows W,, along the strip 

! 
Compute the NCC of Wy and 

each window W. k 

y 

  

      

  

      

  

      
  

  

Obtain 3 windows W’ Sj that are centered 

at peak NCC locations     

q —   
Compute the normalized mutual 

power (NMP) of W,, and W’ Sj 

y 
Select the window W’ Sj that 

  

  

maximizes NMP +       
Figure 3.1.5. Procedure to select initial location of slave window. 
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Coarse—to-fine search 

  

    Is this the coarsest level ? 

  

  

  

Set window size 0.618 
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window size         Z 

  

Center window at the 
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am Extract Wy and Ws —<—_———" 

4 
Blur Wy and W, with proper resolution 

q 
Decimate W,, and W, 

J 
Compute cross—covariance (NCC) 

Detect the peak location in NCC matrix 

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

      

Are all done ?     

Yes 

  

Report the search result 
      

Figure 3.1.6. Fixating a point through coarse-to-fine image resolution hierarchy. 
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3.2 The Selection of Initial Window Location 

The selection of the initial location of the window at the coarsest resolution level in the 

slave image is a critical step in the fixation process. In this research, the master window is 

shifted over the slave image such that each subsequent location overlaps the previous one 

by 70% of the area. The reason for not shifting one pixel at a time is to save computation. 

This section discusses the procedure which uses maximum mutual power (NMP) to select 

the best window location among all of those considered in the slave image. 

If the master image window W,, and slave image window W, are both of size p xq 

the NMP is given by 

YY Wy Weli, 
ae (3.2.1) 

aa Skee (i rSSwe (i) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

  

where W,, and W, are the images resulting from the subtracting means from W,, and W,. 

Good results is obtained by using NMP to select the best of several NCC peaks. The 

resulting peak is used as the center of the coarsest slave image window. 

Procedure: Initial slave window selection 

1. For a given fixation target at location (x,y) in the master image, obtain an image 

window W,, of size p xq that is centered at (x,y). 

2. Obtain an epipolar strip of size px N from slave image, where N is the number of 

columns in the slave image. From this strip, select n windows W,, of size pxq. 

The number x is obtained by 
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N-rq 
=| 3.2.2 

" q(l-r) C22) 

where r is the overlap factor with which the window is shifted from the left to right 

side in the strip. It is usually set to be 0.7. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1. 

3. Perform the NCC between W,, and each W,, using the following equation: 

  

prk qi ~ 

DD Wu is Weg G+ J+ 
Py g, bl) =z = (3.2.3) 

SS iii 
i=] j=l 

k q-l ~ 

MAD 
i=t j=l 

  

Select the three windows which have the leading peak values of NCCs. Let the 

resulting windows be {W,;: j=1, 2, 3h 

  

  

  

      

  

      

Figure 3.2.1. An epipolar strip in the slave image with three windows highlighted. 
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Obtain new slave windows that are centered at the peak locations of NCC of {W,,} 

Call these new windows {w’ sj \ 

Compute NMP between W,, and each W’,., and retain the slave window for which 

NMP is the largest. This is then used as the initial slave window to start coarse-to- 

fine search. 
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3.3 Coarse-to-Fine Image Matching 

After the initial size and position of the fixation window in the slave image have been 

determined as discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 3.2, the two images are compared at 

four scales. Processing begins at the coarsest resolution level and progresses through finer 

resolution levels. For each successive resolution level, the window sizes are determined by 

the golden section method [Rao78], and the slave window is centered at the location 

determined by maximum NCC of the previous level. This section describes one iteration of 

the target match. The remaining iterations work identically. 

Procedure: Coarse-to-fine search 

1. Repeat for each resolution level. 

1.1. 

1.2. 

1.3. 

1.4. 

1.5. 

If this is the coarsest resolution level, use the window size determined by the 

ARMA model as discussed in Section 2.3, else set the window width and 

height to be 0.61803 times the previous value for both width of vertical and 

horizontal directions. 

Extract window W,, centered at the fixation point and W, centered at the 

location determined by maximum NCC. 

Blur both W,, and W, followed by decimation to reduce the computation. 

Compute the NCC between W,, and W,. 

Detect the peak NCC location in the resulting NCC and report the 

coordinates of the window center in slave image for the next level. 

2. Display the result. 
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The golden section is defined for some fractions such that an interval a<b<c has its 

midpoint b to be a fractional distance, b—a = 0.38197 (c—a), from one end (a), and 

c—b = 0.61803 (c— a) from the other end (c ) [Rao78, Pres90]. This is used to facilitate 

search so that the step size varies according to the size of the remaining region. This 

method is frequently used in such problems as function minimization and root finding. By 

the golden section method, if the window size at the current resolution level is p xq for 

vertical and horizontal directions respectively, it will be 0.61803p x 0.61803q at the next 

resolution level. 

At step 1.2, assume that the image windows are centered at (Xy9:Vmg) ANd (X%5:Yeq)- 

Let M be the master image and S be the slave image, then W,, is defined by 

Wy (X,Y) = M(X-Xn02¥ — Ymo) (3.3.1) 

for Xo ~AXSXSX,o +dx and y,,.—-dySySY,o9 tdy. where 2dx and 2dy are the 

width and height of the window. Similarly, W, is defined by 

W,(X,y) = SQX— X90, ¥— Yeo) (3.3.2) 

for X,9 ~-dx SxSx,,+dx,and y,,-—dySySy,, +dy. 

At step 1.3, a Gaussian lowpass filter is used to blur the image. The dilation coefficient 

of a two dimensional Gaussian filter for resolution level i is given by 

D,=2'-1 for i=1, 2, 3 (3.3.3) 
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At level 0, lowpass filtering is not required and the original image resolution is used. 

Decimation ratio is given by 

  (3.3.4) ly = 
n./D, 

2 

and has been rounded practically to integer. 

At step 1.4, assume the input windows are of size pq, the similarity measure of 

window images results in a matrix of size (2p-—1)x(2q—1). If the coordinates of the 

peak is assumed to be at (a,b) in this matrix, by step 1.5, the slave window for the next 

resolution level will be centered at (x) —@+4, Y,. —b+p). 

Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the procedure. Beginning at the top of the figure, the master 

(left) and slave (middle) window images are compared at the coarsest resolution level. 

This results in the similarity map shown at the upper right of the figure. The maximum 

value here (indicated by the lightest area) determines the center of the image window to be 

processed at the next higher resolution. The row and column values shown near the NCC 

map indicate the distance needs to be moved for the slave window to best match the 

master window at the next level. For example, the values 3 and -1 indicate that if the slave 

window is shifted right by 3 pixels and is moved up by 1 pixel at the next level, it will 

match the master window better than present. The algorithm proceeds to the finest level, 

which is shown at the bottom of the figure. Figure 3.3.1 corresponds to the images shown 

in Figure 2.2.4. 
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Figure 3.3.1. Coarse-to-fine search. From top to bottom, resolution changes from coarse to fine. 

The left column contains blurred windows from the master image. The middle column contains 

blurred windows from the slave image. The right column contains the corresponding NCC 
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4. Fixation Using Affine Transformation and Image Warping 

There are many situations where fixating a target point is difficult. A surface that is 

steeply slanted with respect to the image planes is a particular example which is difficult 

to fixate with traditional area-based matching. One way to address such a case is by 

warping or resampling one of the images to compensate for the effects of perspective. 

This section describes a procedure for using affine transformation to warp an image and 

assist in the fixation. 

4.1 Affine Transformation and Target Estimation 

An affine transformation is defined as 

x =ax+by+c 
(4.1.1) 

y=dxt+ey+f 

where (x,y) is an initial point in R*, and (x',y) is the transformed location. The 

parameters a - f are the constants, and they establish the linkage between the two 

coordinate systems. The values c and f represent the translation of the original point, 

and a, b,dand e determine scale, rotation and skew [Hear86]. This transformation is 

illustrated in Figure 4.1.1. Equation 4.1.1 can be written in matrix form, 

(4.1.2) 

where A is a 3x3 homogeneous transformation matrix. 
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Figure 4.1.1. An affine transformation can be found which maps any 3 nonlinear points onto 

any other 3 points in ®’. 
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One method to find the matrix A (or equivalently to determine the parameters a 

though f) is to locate three corresponding point pairs in the images of interest. For 

example, assume that P,(x,,y,), P,(x,,y,) and P,(x,,y,) are three points in the master 

image, and P,'(x,',y,'), P,' (x,',y,.') and P,' (x,',y,') are the corresponding points in the 

slave image. The solution of the matrix A can be obtained by solving the following 

matrix equation: 

            

x, y, 1 x, y, lf{ja@a d 0 

x,, y, lJ=ix, y, 1]/b e O (4.1.3) 

x, y; 1 x, y; Ijte f 1 

Equation 4.1.3 can be rewritten in linear equation form: 

Tx y 1 0 O Offa] [x,') 

0 0 0x, y, IIIb y,' 

1 0 0 0 M1 M2 “| =|? (4.1.4) 

x, y 1 0 0 Olle X,' 

|O 0 O x, ys, 1I)LA] Lys'] 

or, 

Ud=V (4.1.5) 

where ® = [a bcdef J. Assuming that the three points in both images are not 

collinear, then U is nonsingular and its inverse exists. Solving for (4.1.5), we have 

@=U'V (4.1.6) 

The values a-f from @® are then substituted into the desired matrix A. 
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In this research, the estimation of A depends on first locating three corresponding SP 

pairs. Three SPs in the master image (PF, P, and P,) are selected using the salient-point 

detection procedure as described in Section 2.4. Three corresponding points in slave 

image (P,', P,' and P,') are then obtained using the coarse-to-fine hierarchical matching 

as described in Section 3.3. 

After determining A, it can be used directly to map target P, to P,'. The target point 

P,)' in the slave image can be found by 

[Xo yo 1=[% y IA (4.1.7) 

where(X),¥,) is the coordinates of the target in master image and (x,',y,') is that in 

slave image. 

4.2 Affine Image Warping and Fixation Accuracy Improvement 

Equation 4.1.7 gives an estimated location of the target in the slave image. The 

accuracy of this approach depends on the accuracy of the transformation matrix A, which 

is determined by three SP pairs. Since these matches can be incorrect because of the 

perspective distortion, and since the 3D surface of interest may not be planar, the 

accuracy of the estimation of the target may suffer. 

To improve the accuracy of target location in the slave image, it is desirable to re- 

fixate the target using images with less perspective distortion. Image warping is an 

effective way to satisfy such a requirement. Image warping is a geometric transformation 

that maps a source image onto a target image. Warping one of the two images retains the 

same geometric structure of the images, so that the perspective difference can be reduced 

and the area-based comparison of the images can be improved. The “source image” here 

is a window in slave image which is centered at the estimated target, and the “target 

image” shares the same geometry as the window in master image. The reason to warp 
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only an image window instead of the whole image are 1) the three SP pairs used to 

construct the affine transformation contribute only local information rather than global 

image information; 2) computational efficiency; and 3) warping a window limits the 

search area for the target in a constraint region. Through the coarse-to-fine hierarchy, the 

later similarity measure will only be used to search the vicinity of the estimated target 

point in the warped window. This approach also helps to reduce the difficulties and the 

errors of fixation in the situation where the accuracy of the similarity measure is low, 

such as with repeating patterns or textureless regions. 

Once the affine transformation has been determined, the procedure to warp the slave 

window image and the re-fixation of the target can be described with the following 

steps: 

1. Pick a window (W,, of size p xq) centered at the target from the master image. 

Assume that the pixel coordinates for W,, are given by Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 
  

Xo,0>¥0,0 Xo1> Yo Xo.29 Yo,2 Xo,39¥0,3 
  

X1,02¥1,0 Xi X99 N12 Xi 39513 
  

Xs 02 2,0 Xo 19¥21 X92 ¥2,2 Xo 32523 
  

X3 02 Y3,0 X3 19531 X395.Y3,2 X3 32533             
2. For each pixel PinW,,, find the image value at P’= PA in slave image. Copy 

this value into a matrix (W,' ), as shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 
  

t 1 ' | ! t t ? 

X o0°¥ 00 X oi) on X 9299 02 X 93°¥ 03 
  

4 t + ' f ? - t 

X 10°) 1,0 Xipo¥ ag X 12° 12 X 13°F 1,3 
  

t t t t q $ 1 t 

X 40°) 2,0 Xai 0¥ 21 Xo29¥ 22 X932¥ 23 
  

' ft ! 4 t 1 t f 

X 302 3,0 X340¥ 33 X392¥ 32 X 332) 33             
Each location is computed as 

Xx, ,=ax,,+by,,+¢ 
_ for i=0, 1, 2, 3and j=0, 1, 2,3 (4.2.1) 
¥,,=4x,,+ey,, +f 

3. Perform coarse-to-fine matching using W,, and W,'. 

This procedure combines image warping and multiresolution fixation. It addresses 

major problems such as perspective distortion, fixation errors of the SPs, and plays an 

important role in improving the fixation accuracy of the target. 

Image examples Figure 4.2.1 through Figure 4.2.4 illustrate the procedure in detail. 

The railroad image is characterized by a steeply slanted scene surface and severe 

perspective distortion. A target is selected at the location which is low in contrast. In the 

procedure, three SPs have been found and fixated first, and the target point is estimated 

using affine transformation (shown in Figure 4.2.1). Then the master window is 

transformed by affine transformation to overlap with that in the slave image (shown in 

Figure 4.2.2 as the parallelogram). A rectangular window image centered at the estimated 

location (shown as (b) in Figure 4.2.3) is extracted from the slave image to illustrate the 

great perspective distortion compared with the master window image (a). This window 

image is not processed here. The warped slave window image (shown in (d) of the 

figure) shows that the perspective distortion has been greatly reduced. The coarse-to-fine 
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target re-fixation is performed using images (c) and (d). Figure 4.2.4 illustrates the final 

result of the fixation of this target. The correct match (marked as ‘®’) is about 20 pixels 

from the estimated location (marked as ‘o’), which illustrates the performance 

improvement that can be obtained using this method. 
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Fig 4.2.1. (Top) Master image with target ‘®’ at window center and 3 SPs marked as ‘*’. 

(Bottom) Slave image with the estimated target ‘O’ and the 3 corresponding SPs.
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Fig 4.2.2. (Top) Master image with target ‘®’ at window center and 3 SPs marked as ‘*’. 

(Bottom) Slave image with the warping window, estimated target and 3 SPs. 
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Fig 4.2.3. (Top) Comparison of the master window image (a) with a slave window image (b). 

(Bottom) Re-fixation using master window (c) and warped slave window (d). 
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Fig 4.2.4. (Top) Master image with target ‘®’ at window center and 3 SPs marked as ‘*’. 

(Bottom) Slave image with target‘®’, fixation improved. 
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4.3 A Criterion to Reject False Matches at Three Salient Points 

Affine transformation links the geometry of one perspective to the other. The point to 

point mapping which estimates the target in the slave image dramatically simplifies the 

fixation procedure. The warping method presented in the previous section provides an 

effective way to reconstruct the slave image, so that the perspective distortion can be 

largely reduced. These methods assume that the transformation matrix A is reasonably 

accurate. 

A salient point (SP) usually is associated with image characteristics such as a high 

standard deviation in the spatial intensity profile [Mora80], the presence of zero crossings 

of the Laplacian of the image intensity [Marr79], or corners. However, because of the 

different viewpoints for a stereo system, some image structure can be changed or even 

lost. A SP in one image does not necessarily mean that a “good” corresponding SP exits 

in the other image. In addition, the SP is sometimes selected from a region which is rich 

in texture but may straddle a 3D discontinuity. Occasionally, an SP may be chosen from 

a large structureless area because cluster means are used as SPs. In these circumstances, a 

SP may lose its saliency. If the fixation results at one or more SPs are not accurate, the 

error will accumulate and can bring about an unpredictable outcome. Therefore, it is 

important to evaluate the correspondences found for each SP, and to reject doubtful 

matches before constructing the transformation matrix A. 

In this research, the criterion for accepting a SP match is that it exceeds a 95% 

confidence level on the mean of normalized cross-covariance for four tested images. By 

the student-T test theorem [Milt90], the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval is 

given by 

C =F -201> 4 4.3.1 n Tn (4.3.1) 

where T, is assumed to be the sample set {T,: n=1, 2, ++} T is the sample mean, 
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T, = yo (4.3.2) 
int 

and S, is the sample standard deviation, 

(4.3.3) 

This criterion has been tested using four image examples. In the test, 10 cluster 

means in each thresholded difference image were considered as SP candidates. Fixation 

results are listed in terms of the general measure (py ), which is a common estimation to 

indicate the goodness of a fixated point and is defined by 

1 1 1 1 
=—p,+—p,+—-p,+— 4.3.4 Pw =7ePs te Po +7 Pi +5 Po (4.3.4) 

for total number of 4 successive matches, where p,;, for i=0, 1, 2, 3, is the value of 

the normalized cross-covariance at each resolution level. The weighting coefficients 

1 ; ; , se 
Prony have been chosen to give the highest weight to similarity measure at the final stage 

and the lowest weight to the first coarse stage. For the tested images, a total of 40 points 

were used to estimate the confidence level. The lower bound of the estimation was 

0.5355. We therefore set 0.55 as the threshold. Empirically, it has proved to be a good 

value. The data listed in Table 4.3.1 shows the results of the normalized cross-covariance 

similarity measure of three maxima expanded SPs at each resolution hierarchy and the 

corresponding p, for an image example given in Figure 4.3.1. 
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Table 4.3.1 

Resolution hierarchy SP1 SP2 SP3 
  

  

  

  

  

level 3 (p;) 0.8586 | 0.7482 | 0.5547 

level 2 (p,) 0.8087 | 0.7580 | 0.5635 

level 1 (p,) 0.7038 | 0.7035 | 0.4909 

level 0 (p,) 0.5016 | 0.7316 | 0.3535 
  

General measure (py) | 0.5815 | 0.6832 | 0.4046             

In the table, the first column data shows the result for point SP1. Its general measure 

value py equals 0.5815. The second column is the result for SP2, andp, is 0.6832. The 

third column is for SP3, and py, is only 0.4046. The table indicates that the best fixation 

occurs for SP2. The result for SP1 is acceptable, and the point SP3 should be rejected 

because the corresponding py is too low. Figure 4.3.1 presents the fixation of the 

selected SPs. In the figure, the matches for SP1 and SP2 are approximately correct and 

that for SP3 is found to be incorrect. As can be seen from both table and the figure, the 

high value of the similarity measure is associated with a good feature match, while the 

lower value usually suggests an incorrect outcome. 

The decision to use a rejection criterion raises a new issue. If a candidate match has 

been rejected, how do we find a new one which substitutes the old one and itself is 

qualified to be used in constructing the affine transformation? One way to solve this is to 

select more than three SPs initially. For each selected SP, perform the fixation and obtain 

the confidence measure. These values of py, can then be used to select appropriate SPs. 

Another approach is to introduce some optimal algorithms for determining the SPs, and 

then perform the fixation and use the confidence measure to evaluate the qualification of 

the selected points. In this research, three SPs are commonly used. If one point is 
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rejected, the next point that has the maximum expansion to the first two qualified points 

is then considered as the new SP. 

Notice that it would be possible to match all SPs and use those results to construct the 

affine transformation matrix. With more than three point pairs, the problem is 

overdetermined and can be solved using the least-squares method. 
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Figure 4.3.1. (Top) Master image with target ‘®’ at window center and 3 SPs marked as ‘*’. 

(Bottom) Slave image with SP3 incorrectly fixated. SP3 should be rejected. 
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5. Fixation Examples 

This chapter presents experimental results for several stereo image pairs. Each 

example was chosen to illustrate fixation performance in difficult cases. Example 1 

presents fixation using an image pair containing repeating patterns, with a curved surface 

and occluding edges. Example 2 shows fixation at a target in a low-contrast region and 

with steeply slanted surfaces. Example 3 is fixation at an occluded target. Example 4 

demonstrates fixation results for a very fine structured image with a curved scene surface. 

Example 5 presents a statistical test of the method using a grid of 24 points on a steeply 

slanted scene surface. 

The image fixation experiments have been performed using two versions of the 

procedure. Version 1 (V1) is a “direct fixation”, which means that the coarse-to-fine 

search was used without attentional shifts, and without affine resampling. Version 2 (V2) 

is the algorithm which fixates the target in the assistance of SPs and affine resampling. As 

expected, version 2 performs much better than version one in most cases. 

5.1 Fixation Using Dormitory Images 

This example, beginning with Figure 5.1.1, contains an image pair that is difficult for 

traditional matching procedures to process correctly. The dormitory wall curves away 

from the cameras at a steep angle, and the windows of the building appear as a repeating 

pattern of similar shapes in the image. Correct matches are especially difficult for the 

building’s windows, because of the difference in perspective. This causes a given window 

in the left image to be about the same size as a neighboring window in the right image. 

The master image in this example corresponds to the right camera. 

Fixation results are presented for three manually selected fixation targets. Target one 

was chosen manually near the center of the wall. Figure 5.1.1 shows the fixation of this 

target, using the V1 procedure. A correct match is found. The coarse-to-fine search 
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results in a match which is in offset by approximately 3 pixels. Figure 5.1.2 illustrates the 

process of automatic window size selection for this example. The master image is shown 

with a box which indicates the portion of the image that was analyzed using ARMA 

modeling. The size of this window was set manually to be 170x200. The average 

autocorrelation functions of the rows and the columns are shown as the solid curve in the 

figure. Notice the oscillation patterns for both curves, which result from the repeating 

pattern in the image. The fitted curves of the average autocorrelation functions are plotted 

as the dashed lines in the figure, and the dot-dash lines are the confidence levels for the 

estimation of the autocorrelation function. The resulting size of this window is 100x75 

according to the procedure given in Section 2.3. 

Figure 5.1.3 illustrates the progression of the matching process through the resolution 

hierarchy. Beginning at the top of the figure, the master and slave image windows are 

compared at the coarsest resolution level (level 3), resulting in the NCC map is shown at 

the upper right of the figure. Notice that several local maxima are present because of the 

repetitive image structure. The peak value occurs at the location that is offset by (—9,—7) 

from the center in this map in the vertical and horizontal directions. It indicates that the 

best match will occur if the slave window is shifted to the left by 9 pixels and up by 7 

pixels in the slave image. This offset determines the center of the slave window for 

resolution level 2. Continuing in this fashion, the final correspondence is found at the 

finest resolution level (level 0). 

Figure 5.1.4 presents the fixation of the same target using affine transformation and 

window image warping (V2 procedure). Three automatically detected salient points near 

the target in the master image are shown in (a). The system finds approximate match 

locations for each of these three points in the slave image, as indicated in (b). The 

estimated location using the resulting affine transformation indicated by “o”. The final 

target that is located in the resampled image in indicated by “@”. The parallelogram 

indicates the slave window that is warped by affine resampling. Figure 5.1.5 shows the 

thresholded gradient image used to compute the salient points. Three selected SPs marked 
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as “*” are separated with the largest distance one to the other. Figures 5.1.6 and 5.1.7 

show the fixation at one salient point (SP1). Figure 5.1.6 illustrates the manually set 

window used to compute the initial window size for matching and the resulting ACFs 

(solid lines), the fitted curve (dashed lines) and the confidence level. Figure 5.1.7 shows 

the fixation through the image resolution hierarchy. The size of the largest box is 

automatically selected using the window shown in Figure 5.1.6. Notice the 

correspondence error that results. The offset from the precise location is about 15 pixels. 

Figure 5.1.8 shows the fixation of SP2 through the image hierarchy. The correct match 

is found. Figure 5.1.9 shows the fixation of SP3 through image hierarchy. The error is 

about 16 pixels. 

Figure 5.1.10 illustrates the refined fixation of the target using a warped image to 

improve the accuracy. Part (a) shows the master window image, and (b) is the 

corresponding window from Figure 5.1.4(b) without resampling, which is not processed 

here. Part (c) contains the portion of interest from Figure 5.1.4(b) (shown as a 

parallelogram), which has been warped onto a rectangular grid using affine transformation. 

The final matching accuracy is very good with an error of 1 pixel. This match is better 

than V1 by 2 pixels. As shown in this example, even though errors are involved in the 

fixations of the SPs, an accurate result is still achieved by affine resampling. 

Figure 5.1.11 illustrates the progression of the matching process for the target point 

through the resolution hierarchy. Notice that the similarity peaks shown in right column 

are much sharper than for the case without affine resampling (Figure 5.1.3). 

Target two was manually chosen as shown in Figure 5.1.12, which presents the 

fixation of this target using the V1 process. Notice that the fixated target is one window 

off compared with that in the master image. The fixation of the same target using V2 

procedure produces the same result. 

Target three was selected at the place where the trees and the building occlude a 

featureless sky. Figure 5.1.13 shows the fixation of this target using the V1 procedure, 

which fails due to the occlusion. Figure 5.1.14 illustrates the fixation of the same target 
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using the V2 procedure. With the assistance of the SPs, affine transformation and image 

warping, it is possible to find the target in the slave image. In this case, the V2 procedure 

performs much better than V1. 
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Figure 5.1.1. Fixation of target 1 using the V1 procedure. Four boxes represent the fixation 

windows at each resolution level. The size of the largest box was selected automatically. The 

final correspondence error is approximately 3 pixels. 
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Figure 5.1.2. Automatic window size selection for target 1. (Top) Master image with an window 

of size 170x200 set manually. (Bottom) The average ACF value (solid line), fitted curve (dashed 

line) and confidence level (dot-dash line) for rows and columns of this window are shown. The 

resulting window size is 100x76. 
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Figure 5.1.3. Coarse-to-fine matching. From top to bottom, resolution changes from coarse to 

fine. The left column shows the pyramid for the master image window; the middle column shows 

the pyramid for slave image window; the right column represents the normalized cross- 

covariance for each level. 
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Figure 5.1.4. Fixation of the same target as given in Figure 5.1.1, using the V2 procedure. (Top) 

Master image with manually set window Wm centered at the chosen target. Three selected SPs 

are indicated. (Bottom) Corresponding SPs and resampling window. The estimated location and 

the final result are shown as “O” and “®”. The final correspondence error is about 1 pixel. 
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Figure 5.1.5. Salient point selection. The externally specified target is indicated by “®” at the image 

center. The three SPs obtained using the clustering procedure are marked as ‘*’. The remaining 7 cluster 

means are marked as ‘+’.
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Figure 5.1.6. Fixation of SP1. The mean autocorrelation values are shown with the solid lines, 

and the fitted curve (dashed line) is used to compute the auto window size. 
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Figure 5.1.7. Fixation of SP1 through the image resolution hierarchy. Notice that the resulting 

match is incorrect by 15 pixels. 
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Figure 5.1.8. Fixation of SP2. A good match is found. 
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Figure 5.1.9. Fixation of SP3. As for SP1, a false match is found. The error is about 16 pixels. 
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Figure 5.1.10. Re-fixating the target through the image hierarchy using warped slave window 

image. (a) The master window image. (b) A rectangular window centered at the estimate of the 

target from the slave image in Figure 5.1.4 (c) The warped slave window. 
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Figure 5.1.11. The progression of the matching process through the resolution hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.1.12. Fixation of target 2. The resulting correspondence is incorrect, shifted by one 

window. This error is determined by counting the windows from left to right. Fixation using the 

V2 procedure gives the same result. 
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Figure 5.1.13. Fixation of the target 3 located in the region with heavy occlusion. The V1 

procedure fails in this case. 
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Figure 5.1.14. Fixation of the same target as shown in Figure 5.1.13, using the V2 procedure. 

The target has been correctly located. 
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5.2 Fixation Using Railroad Images 

This image pair contains a steeply slanted view of a railroad. The perspective 

distortion make this a very difficult case for most area-based matching algorithms. It also 

contains areas without rich texture, and some with repeating patterns. 

Figure 5.2.1 illustrates the fixation of target one that is located in a low-contrast 

region, but which is salient (a rock in the scene). A good match is found using the V1 

procedure. The V2 procedure gives the same result. 

Figure 5.2.2 shows the fixation of target two that is also located in the low-contrast 

region. Using the V1 procedure, the resulting error is approximately 39 pixels. Figure 

5.2.3 illustrates the fixation of the same target using the V2 procedure. The resulting 

accuracy is much improved in this example. The error has been reduced to 7 pixels. 

Figure 5.2.4 presents the fixation of target 3 using the V1 procedure. Figure 5.2.5 

shows the fixation of the same target using the V2 procedure. The resulting accuracy is 

improved by reducing the error from about 20 pixels to 7 pixels. Figure 5.2.6 illustrates 

the fixation of the target through the coarse-to-fine hierarchy using the master window 

image and the warped slave window image. Affine image warping significantly reduces the 

perspective distortion, so that the similarity measure of the two images provides a 

reasonably accurate result. Figure 5.2.7 presents the coarse-to-fine matching in the re- 

fixation of target 3 using procedure V2. 
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Figure 5.2.1. Fixation of target 1 in the low texture region using the V1 procedure. The target is 

correctly found in the slave image. 
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Figure 5.2.2. Fixation of target 2 using the V1 procedure. The fixation error is about 39 pixels. 
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Figure 5.2.3. Fixation at target 2 using the V2 procedure. The resulting accuracy is much 

improved over the V1 case, even though the salient points are not perfectly matched. 
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Figure 5.2.4. Fixation at target 3 in the steeply slanted surface using the V1 procedure. A 

reasonable match is found, with an error of 20 pixels. 
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Figure 5.2.5. Fixation at target 3 using the V2 procedure. A smaller 

pixels. 
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Figure 5.2.6. Re-fixation through the coarse-to-fine hierarchy using the master and the warped 

slave window image. (a) The master window image. (b) The corresponding window picked from 

the slave image without resampling. (c) The warped slave window image used for target 

matching. 
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Figure 5.2.7. Coarse-to-fine matching in the re-fixation of the target using procedure V2. 
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5.3 Fixation Using Coat Images 

The “coat” image pair shown in Figure 5.3.1 has relatively coarse texture and 

occlusion caused by the nearest arm of the chair. Figure 5.3.1 illustrates the fixation of 

target 1 in a normal position using the V1 procedure. The target is correctly matched in 

the slave image. 

The most difficult targets to fixate lie near the arm. The fixation of target 2 shown in 

Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 illustrates the fact that the V2 procedure can overcome this 

problem in some cases. Figure 5.3.2 presents the fixation of target 2 in occlusion using the 

V1 procedure. An incorrect match occurs in this case. Figure 5.3.3 shows the fixation of 

target 2 using the V2 procedure. With the assistance of the SPs and affine transformation, 

the virtual target location finally is correctly located in the slave image. 

Using the V2 procedure, the system finds three SPs and fixates each of them. Since the 

SPs are selected using the “maximum expansion” method, these SPs tend to lie outside the 

occlusion area. After the SPs are correctly fixated, the target is found by estimating the 

location in the slave image using the resulting affine transformation. Image warping was 

not involved in this case. The performance of the V2 procedure in this example indicates 

that it could be effective in some difficult tracking applications. 
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Figure 5.3.1. Fixation at target 1 in a normal position using the V1 procedure. The target is 

correctly matched in the slave image. 
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Figure 5.3.2. Fixation at target 2 with occlusion condition using the V1 procedure. An incorrect 

match occurs in this case. 
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Figure 5.3.3. Fixation at target 2 using the V2 procedure but without resampling. The target is 

correctly located. 
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5.4 Fixation Using Barrel Images 

These images are of a curved barrel with very fine texture. Figure 5.4.1 presents the 

fixation using procedure V1 at a target near the occluding boundary. A large error of 

about 30 pixels results. Figure 5.4.2 illustrates the fixation of the same target using the V2 

procedure. The resulting accuracy is improved, to 5 pixels. Figure 5.4.3 shows a close-up 

view of the fixation region. The perspective distortion has been reduced by affine warping 

so that the area-based matching can be improved. 
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Figure 5.4.1. Fixation at a target near occluding edge using the V1 procedure. The resulting error 

(30 pixels) is significant. 
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Figure 5.4.2. Fixation at the same target using the V2 procedure. The accuracy has been 

improved. The error is about 5 pixels. 
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Figure 5.4.3. Re-fixation of the target using warped slave window image. (top) The master 

window image. (bottom) The warped slave window image. The perspective distortion has been 

significantly reduced. 
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5.5 Fixation Using Road Images 

This final image pair is characterized by a steeply inclined scene surface and significant 

regions that are in low contrast. To test the robustness of the correspondence search using 

the V2 procedure, 24 different targets were selected as shown in master image (top of 

Figure 5.5.1), and matches were found in the slave image (bottom of the figure). Only 

three false matches were found, indicated by the labels 43-45 in Figure 5.5.1. All three of 

the false matches occurred at the bottom of the image, and result directly from the severe 

perspective distortion and featureless structure that are present. In these cases, salient 

points were badly mismatched, and the resulting affine transformation was not 

appropriate. We believe that such cases can be processed correctly, however, if an area- 

based approach is used to determine the affine transformation. Work is proceeding in this 

direction. 

Figures 5.5.2, 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 are also given to compare the performance of the V1 

and V2 procedures in this image example. A target is purposively selected in the 

textureless region. Figure 5.5.2 shows fixation using the V1 procedure, and it results in an 

error of 38 pixels. Figure 5.5.3 shows fixation of the same target using the V2 procedure. 

Three SPs are correctly matched, and Figure 5.5.4 presents the final step of the procedure 

which fixates the target using the warped image window through the image resolution 

hierarchy. The affine image warping reduces the perspective distortion considerably. 

Therefore, fixation accuracy has been improved with a final error of 4 pixels. Overall, V2 

procedure performs much better than V1 in this difficult image example. 
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Figure 5.5.1. Fixation of 24 points. (top) Each target is marked by “+”, with a numerical label. 

(bottom) The resulting matches are indicated with the same labels. Three false matches are 

found, indicated by 43, 44, and 45. 
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Figure 5.5.2. Fixation at a target in the textureless region using the V1 procedure. The resulting 

match is not correct, with an error of 38 pixels. 
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Figure 5.5.3. Fixation of the same target using the V2 procedure. Three SPs are found, and the 

estimated target ‘O’ involves only small error. The final fixated location ‘®’ is accurate to about 

4 pixels. 
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Figure 5.5.4. Final step of the fixation, using warped window image through the coarse-to-fine 

resolution hierarchy. (top) The master window image. (bottom) The warped slave window image. 
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5.6 Summary 

In a summary, we have shown several difficult fixation examples using a new binocular 

fixation procedure. The direct fixation method, V1, produced good results when dealing 

with relatively simple scenes, but failed in the fixation of more complex scene objects. The 

V2 procedure performs much better in such cases. The use of salient point matching and 

image warping provided a more robust tool to overcome several difficult problems. 

However, the mismatches which were shown suggest that the method is not perfect. 

Further research is needed to improve the accuracy of the affine transformation. 

All the fixations were performed on a R4000-50 VGX Silicon Graphics IRIS 

workstation and were accomplished using both C and Matlab subroutines. 
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6. Summary 

The focus of this thesis has been to address several difficult fixation problems for 

binocular robot vision. Standard approaches rely on simple image correlation measures, 

and do not perform well for scenes which are lacking in texture, with occluding 

conditions, with repeating patterns and with steeply slanted surfaces. The fixation method 

presented has been developed to combat these problems. 

Several important algorithms and techniques have been proposed and evaluated in this 

research. They are 1) image saliency detection for visual attention shifts; 2) adaptive 

window size selection; 3) the normalized cross-covariance similarity measure; 4) area- 

based feature matching through multiresolution image hierarchy; and 5) affine image 

warping. 

Visual attentional shifts help the system avoid featureless regions, which are difficult to 

fixate. When the system is given a target in a large low-contrast area, it searches for a 

more meaningful salient point in a textured region near the original target. The system 

then searches for a match to this salient point in the second image. 

After a fixation target has been chosen in one image, the system automatically selects 

an appropriate window size to be used for matching. Window size selection is performed 

using two one-dimensional ARMA models for both horizontal and vertical directions. The 

local structural information of the image is used to compute the autocorrelation functions 

(ACFs), and the tails of the ACFs are used to determine the initial window size for 

matching. This plays an important role in improving system performance when dealing 

with such problems as low contrast, repeating patterns, and inclined surfaces. 

The system performs area-based feature matching using normalized cross-covariance 

(NCC) as the similarity measure. NCC performs much better than conventional cross- 

correlation methods, since the system is not adversely affected by different average gray 

levels or by different dynamic range in the two images. 
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A multiresolution (coarse-to-fine) search hierarchy helps the system to avoid false 

matches during image correlation. Gaussian lowpass filters of different sizes are used to 

construct the image hierarchy and permit subsampling to increase the processing speed. At 

the coarsest level, the system matches the primary features of the area where the target 

locates. At finer resolution levels, the system searches around that area until the target is 

found. 

Finally, the system uses affine resampling to warp the selected image window to 

combat the effect of perspective distortion. This is especially needed when fixating steeply 

inclined surfaces and is effective in combating some occlusion conditions. Three salient 

points are used to compute the affine transformation. These SPs are obtained by a 

clustering procedure and are chosen using maximum expansion method which essentially 

avoids the system being trapped into an occlusion condition. 

Overall, this research has resulted in a new approach for fixating a binocular system. 

This system is expected to benefit robot vision when confronted with complex scenes. The 

system operates without the aid of additional depth cues (such as focus or motion) and 

without the use of distinctive scene features (such as color or special target patterns). In 

addition, this procedure can serve as an important “start-up’’ component for a stereo 

tracking system, and can be adapted for use with foveal sensors, which are currently under 

development. 
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Appendix A: Basic Isodata Algorithm 

This analysis of the Basic Isodata algorithm parallels that in [Duda73]: 

1. There are cclusters in T,,. 

2. Thea priori probabilities P(w;) for each class are the fraction of the samples in 

class @, to the total samples in T,,, for i=1, -+, c. 

3. The class-conditional probability densities p(xlm;, 8; ) are normal distributions, 

for i=1, --, c. Here, x is the sample data, and 0, is the unknown parameter for 

i-th class @,. 

Then the conditional probability density function for the samples is given by 

p(xl0) = y p(lw,, 8,)P(@,) (A.1) 
i=] 

In the case for finding the means, we have: 

POIs Has os Be) = “Le mare sf (54) | (A.2) 
i 

where xe is the sample, yw; is the sample mean of class @;, and 6, is the 

corresponding standard deviation. The local-maximum-likelihood estimates for H,, 

i=1, -+, e can be obtained by iteratively computing Equations A.3, A.4, and A.5 with an 

initial P(wW,)=—. These equations are derived using maximum likelihood estimation 
Cc 

method for the general case as described by Equation A.2. Equation A.3 is used to 
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estimate a priori probability of the samples from w;. Equation A.4 estimates the mean, and 

Equation A.5 is used to compute the corresponding sample covariance matrix in each 

iteration. They are described by 

n ls. a 
p@,) =—> po@,|x,,8) 

A yz 

where p(w,) is the fraction of the samples from @,. 

n 

p@ ;|x,,8)x, 
~ k=l 
L;,= - 

p(@ ;|x,,9) 

1 k= 

ii is the mean; 

pO, |x,,6)(x, - f(x, -0,)' 
$ 

£ 
  

Y¥ po ,|x,,9) 
k=] 

where 2, is the corresponding sample covariance matrix, and 

  A 
| 0 D . 

p(@ ,|x,,0)= PO o ;,8)p@,;) 

¥' p(x, 10 ;,8) A ;) 

j=l 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 
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1 ~ te —_ “~ “A 

2; exp] —2 (a —U;) 2; ‘(X; - fp.) 
  (A.6) 

  58,17 exp] -— Oy, -,)' 3,7, -2,) B@,) 
2 

c 

j=l 

which is the estimate of the a posteriori probability for cluster @,. In the extreme case, 

po, |x,,0) is one when x, is from class wm, and zero otherwise. In general, p(w ;|x .>0)is 

between zero and one. 

Of the various techniques that can be used to obtain the solution, the most obvious 

approach is to use initial estimates to evaluate Equation A.6 for p(w,|x 39) and then to 

use Equations A.3-A.5 to update these estimates. Suppose that we merely compute the 

squared Euclidean distance Ix, —p,|° to find the mean [1, nearest to x,, and 

approximate p(w |x,,8) as: 

- “ 1 i=m 
p(@ ,|x,,8) -{) (A.7) 

otherwise 

Then the iterative application of Equation A.4 leads to the Basic Isodata procedure for 

finding [,, -*:, 1, among all of n samples. 
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